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ABSTRA(T 
Smith. Alexander Ryan. M.S .. l·.m iron mental and ( ·on sen at ion Science Program. College 
or Graduate and lnterdisciplinar: Studies. North l)akota St,1tc l lniwrsity. October 2011. 
Sedimentology and Stratigraph) of Miocene-age ( il,1cial I kposits. l·riis I I ills. Antarctica. 
Major Professor: Dr. Adam Lewis. 
The Friis I !ills is an isolated plateau standing as much as ()()0 m above surrounding 
topography in the Mc Murdo Dry Valleys region or Antarctica. f>rL'SLT\ed on the plateau 
surface is a sequence of early to middle Miocene-aged dritis. At thL· eastern edge of the 
plateau. these drifts fill a shallo,, palemalle) to a depth of,1t least y:; 111. The drills arc 
exposcJ in a natural cross-section ,,here modern topography crosscuts the palem,illcy. 
Establishing an age and an cm ironmental interpretation lllr these deposits is important 
because Antarctic paleoclimatc records arc lacking from the \lid-1\li()ccnc ( "lilllatc 
Optimum. 
Two drifts fill the ancient paleO\ alle: in the eastern I riis I I ills. I he upper drill is 
here named Ca\endish drift: the l(l\\cr is here named I riis drift. ( ·a, cndish can he 
suhdi\idcd into three units. ,,hcrcas 1-riis drili c.111 he suhdi, idcd into t\\(J units. lach of 
these units is a horizontal hcd thc1t laps on paktl\idle) sidL'\\ctlls. I he l(l\\CSI. hiis ll. is a 
compact diamicton that ism crlain h) a near!: i11-.1it11. hclkled , olcanic ,1sh. Based on 
111 Ar/N/\r dating. the ash is 19.7h ± 0.07 \;1a old.:\ sc..:ond diamicton. hiis l. conformahly 
blankets Friis II and \\as discmercd to hold fossilikrous intcrbcds. Both I riis I and II 
contain erratic c lasts and both arc lodgement ti 11 s deposited from smal I. loca II y Jeri\ ed. 
alpine glaciers. Bedrock striations show ice tl(m to the northeast at azimuths bct\,ccn 025° 
to 032°. parallel to the trend of the pale\\\alle: a,is .-\hmc these. Ct\cndish I. II. and III 
\\ere deposited \\hen thick ice cO\crcd the I riis I fills. \\"here the C1,cndish drili laps onto 
Ill 
pako\'allcy sidC\\alls. bedrock striations shm, ice !lo\\ from 077° to I 50". ( ·a\cndish drilt 
\\as deposited sometime alter 19.8 Ma hut hcl'orc 1-1 ['via. \\hen the Dr: Valleys glacial 
records show that regional glaciers became cold-based. 
Downcutting ewntually isolated the l·riis I !ills pL11eau. rcsullin):'. in the presenation 
of the drilt sequence. This c\'ent was most likely as~ociatcd \\ ith t2rowth or the Last 
Antarctic Ice Sheet 1-1 Ma ago. This age constraint means that thL' tills prcscr\'cd in the 
I riis I I ills date from a time just he fore the Last Antarctic le"· ShL·ct c.\p,111dcd and became a 
permanent feature. Based on the age-dated stratigraph) pr"·sc11tcd in this thesis. future \\ork 
focusing on fossilikrious i111crheds could prm ide unique ,111d i111porU111t constraints on 
Miocene climate change. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
Beginning in the early Eocene, approximately 50 million years ago (Ma), global 
climate began a long-term cooling trend (Zachos et al. , 2008) (Figure 1.1 ). The cooling was 
punctuated by three large steps, the first in the earliest Oligocene (34 Ma), the second in the 
middle Miocene (14 Ma), and the last in the mid-Pliocene boundary (3 Ma) (Zacho et al. , 
2001a, 2008). The first cooling step was associated with the initial growth of Antarctic ice 
sheets and the initiation of the Antarctic circumpolar current (ACC), whereas the last was 
associated with the closure of the Panamaruan oceanic gateway and growth of ice in the 
northern hemisphere (DeConto and Pollard, 2003 ; Ruddiman and Raymo, 1988). 1n 
contrast, the cooling episode in the middle Miocene has no clear cause. It has been called 
the Mid-Miocene Climate Transition (MMCT) and appears to involve a reorganization of 
the Earth's ocean-atmosphere system (Miller et al. , 1987; Shevenell et al. , 2004, 2008), 
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Figure 1.1. Zachos et. al. , 2008, global-ocean 8180 curve showing the cooling of global 
climate over the past 50 Ma. The MMCT is the steep cooling and ice-growth event at 14 
Ma. It occurs just after the Mid-Miocene Climatic Optimum (identified in the figure) at 
17 to 15 Ma. 
following a 10-Ma-long period in the early M ioccne of stable or even slightly warming 
climate (Zachos et al., 2008; Naish et al., 200 I). 
Antarctic paleoclimate information for this important period of climate change is 
generally lacking. Changes in ocean circulation, temperature and chemistry during the 
MMCT make marine records difficult to interpret and, in some marine basins, caused 
dissolution of the carbonate record (Shevenell ct al., 2008). For Antarctica, glacial-marine 
records of this age are preserved in just a few tectonic basins (Naish ct al., 2009). Most 
were eroded away when ice sheets expanded to the continental shelves during middle- and 
late-Miocene time (Bartek ct al., 1991; Bart et al., 2000). The terrestrial record of the 
MMCT in Antarctica comes from just one region in the western Olympus Range where an 
exceptional glacial record registers a change in glacial thermal regime and the extinction of 
a terrestrial biota at 14 Ma (Lewis ct al., 2007. 2008). More information is needed from the 
early and middle Miocene to understand Antarctica's role in the MMCT. 
This thesis centers on the study of a suite of tills in the Friis Hills, located in the 
McMurdo Dry Valleys region of Antarctica (Figure 1.2). These tills arc part of a record of 
late-Oligocene to middle-Miocene age glaciation in the Transantarctic Mountains. At 
several locations they are interbcdded with palcosols and lacustrinc deposits that developed 
during times of ice recession. Together the tills and fossil-rich interbeds register 
temperature and ice conditions for a critical time in the evolution of the global climate 
system. 
The outcrop pattern of tills in the Friis Hills complicates their study. Along the 
eastern edge of the Friis Hills a sequence of stacked tills fills a shallow palcovalley. \vhich 
is cut into underlying granite bedrock. This till sequence includes a dated volcanic ash 
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Figure 1.2. Satellite image of the McMurdo Dry Valleys. The Friis Hills plateau is 
located in the black box; clouds partially obscure the central portion of the plateau. Ice 
from the East Antarctic Ice Sheet flows from Taylor Dorne (approximately 80 km west 
of the Dry Valleys) towards the Ross Sea coast (right margin of the image). This ice 
nourishes Taylor Glacier which flows around the Friis Hills before it terminates on the 
floor of Taylor Valley. NASA satellite image. 
interbed that provide a firm limiting age for the sequence. Two km to the west, near the 
center of the Friis Hills plateau, a sequence of stacked tills fills a small topographic 
depression. This till sequence includes several laterally extensive fossi l-rich interbeds that 
have been used to provide estimates of terrestrial climate condition (Ashworth et al. , 
2011 ). An expanse of barren bedrock separates these two till sequences making direct 
correlation impossible. Before a complete climate record can come from the study of these 
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deposits, the temporal and environmental relationship between the dated till sequence and 
the fossil-rich till sequence must be known. 
Goals and Objectives of the Thesis 
The main goal of this thesis is to build a comprehensive understanding of glacial 
deposits in the eastern Friis Hills. This will be accomplished through detailed mapping of 
till sheets and an analysis of internal stratigraphic relationships and depositional 
characteristics. Earlier fieldwork showed that a single volcanic ash interbed was exposed 
near the base of the till sequence. Laboratory results showed that the ash was 19. 76 Ma old 
(Sidney Hemming, preliminary lab report from Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory). The 
age highlights the importance of the tills for palcoclimate research. It places them in the 
early Miocene when the long trend of global climate cooling was temporarily halted just 
before the MMCT. 
The primary objective of this study is to define a stratigraphic column for tills in the 
eastern Friis Hills, which critically includes the age relationship of the dated volcanic ash 
to the till sequence. During fieldwork, a new volcanic ash bed was discovered that will 
provide a second chronologic control point for till stratigraphy. A secondary objective is to 
use till characteristics to build a glacial history for the Friis Hills. Previous field 
observations of bedrock striations showed that ice flowed through the Friis Hills from 
different directions at different times. Likewise, differences in clast lithology suggest 
changing ice source regions through time. By assigning flow directions to specific tills in 
the sequence and by quantifying changes in tills, such as clast lithology, the early to middle 
Miocene evolution of Antarctic glaciers and ice sheets might become better understood. 
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Lastly, this thesis is a first step toward the possible correlation of tills from the 
central Friis Hills to those of the eastern Friis Hills. Any future analysis of samples 
collected from the central Friis Hills outcrops can be compared to this study to make 
correlations between the fossiliferous tills from the central Friis Hills and the dated tills in 
the eastern Friis Hills. Although not an objective for this thesis, it is a long-term goal of the 
research project, which will ultimately provide an age estimate for fossil assemblages. 
Friis Hills geologic background 
The Friis Hills are located in the McMurdo Dry Valleys sector of the Transantarctic 
Mountains in southern Victoria Land, Antarctica (Figure 1.2), centered at 77° 45'E, 161 ° 
30'S. The Friis Hills is a plateau detached from the east-west trending mountain ranges that 
make up much of the Dry Valleys region. The plateau is approximately 8 km long (cast-
west) by 4 km wide (north-south); the average elevation of the plateau surface is 1,300 m 
above sea level (Figure 1.3 ). Late Proterozoic-age granite basement rocks of the Cavendish 
Pluton are exposed at the plateau surface and along the steep cliffs that bound the Friis 
Hills plateau to the north, east, and south (Allibone ct al, 1993 ). A 200- to 300-m-thick sill 
of Ferrar Dolerite, which intruded the granite in the early Jurassic, is exposed along all 
sides of the Friis Hills plateau (Figure 1.3) (Barrett. 1981 ). A second Ferrar dolerite sill 
comprises groups of low hills that stand 50 to I 00 m abuvc the plateau surface. Along the 
eastern margin of the plateau. a I 0-m-thick fragment of sandstone bedrock separates 
Cavandish Granite from the upper sill or Ferrar Dolerite. The sandstone rests on a 
nonconformity: a 20-cm-thick baked zone marks the contact with overlying dolerite. Over 
most of the region. the sill followed the nonconformity, but here a small lens-shaped 
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remnant of sedimentary rock was preserved above the granite along a lateral distance of 
approximately 200 m. 
Figure 1.3. Aerial photo of the eastern Friis Hills plateau. Taylor Glacier in the 
foreground and Pearse Valley in the background to the right; view is to the west-northwest 
from an elevation of 2000 m. Cavendish Pluton granite is the light colored rock exposed at 
the plateau surface and in the steep cliffs and slopes above Taylor Glacier. Sills of Ferrar 
Dolerite form the dark band in the cliff face, approximately 200 m thick, and make up the 
hills rising above the plateau surface. Light-colored sandstone bedrock is visible near the 
center of the image as a thin white band below the upper dolerite sill. 
Glacial downcutting has transformed the Friis Hills from a more extensive upland 
to an isolated erosional remnant. Taylor Glacier, one of the main outlet glaciers in the Dry 
Valleys region, flows around the Friis Hills (Figure 1.2). On the west end of the Friis Hills, 
the glacier surface is 100 to 200 m below the elevation of the plateau; after being deflected 
first southward, and then eastward, the glacier surface is 500 m below the plateau (Figures 
1.2 and 1.3). Because the Friis Hills redirects Taylor Glacier to the south, the northern 
slopes of the plateau and adjacent Pearce Valley are ice-free. Very little ice or permanent 
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snow are present in the Friis Hills. Only small accumulations of ice and snow occur in the 
low hills that rise above the plateau surface, typically where wind-blown snow 
preferentially collects in the lee of slopes and ridges. 
Friis Hills climate. The Friis Hills is a polar desert with subfreezing temperatures 
and strong winds occurring throughout the year. Located at the highest elevation in the 
Friis Hills, a meteorological station recorded weather conditions from 2005 to 20 I 0. 
During this period mean summer temperature was -13.2° C, with an average wind speed of 
4.7 m/s; the winter mean was -29.7° C, with an average winds speed of 4.2 m/s (Bliss ct al., 
2011 ). The best estimate for long-term climate conditions in the Friis Hills comes from 
Lake Bonney, IO km to the cast, where meteorological data have been recorded for the last 
two decades. Mean annual temperature at Lake Bonney for the years 1986-2000 and 2005-
2010 is -17.9° C (Doran et al., 2002; 2005-2010 data from Long Term Ecological Research 
Network). Based on a dry adiabatic lapse rate of 9.8° C/km. the mean annual temperature in 
the Friis Hills is estimated to be -30.1 ° C. Maximum summer temperatures at Lake Bonney 
typically remain just below freezing (Doran ct al., 2002). Using the dry lapse rate this 
equates to maximum summer temperatures in the Friis Hills of-13 to -14° C (Table 1.1 ). 
Average wind speed for Lake Bonney is 3.9 m/s. with a max recorded speed of 35.6 m/s 
(Doran ct al., 2002). The Friis Hills likely experiences stronger average winds because of 
the high elc\"ation and surrounding smooth glacial surfaces. 
Table 1.1. \t1ean monthly temperature a\"cragcd for years for 2005-20 IO for the Friis Hills 
in degrees centigrade. Temperature is extrapolated from Lake Bonney. based on the dry 
lapse rate of 9.8° C/km. Data from the Long Term Ecological Research Network 
(http: //tropical. I tern ct. ed u: 8 080/kn b/metacat'! act ion =rcad&q format= I tcr & i nscrt T cm p I a tc=O 
&docid=knb-lter-mcm. 7003.5. 1 ·1 AuL'Ust.2011 ). 
Jan Feb \1ar :\pr \!av June Jul\ :\ug Sept Oct :S-:"\ Ike 
-D.64 -21.44 -]217 -] 7 :"0 -]'I:" -]X2:" -41.hX -400X -.V,1 7 -]fUI -l<JJ, -LU<X 
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CHAPTER2.METH0D0LOGY 
Field Methods 
Fieldwork in the eastern Friis Hills was conducted from October to December, 
2010. Objectives of the field study included examination of tills exposed in hand-dug 
excavations, collection of sediment samples for later laboratory analyses, and the mapping 
of identifiable till units exposed at the surface using GPS. 
Excavations and.field descriptions. I exposed glacial sediments in 72 hand-dug pits 
in the eastern Friis Hills. Pits were excavated to expose specific beds of till, particularly 
thick stratigraphic sequences, or contacts between tills. Pits were kept to a minimum size in 
order to reduce environmental impacts but were expanded where needed to expose 
stratigraphic contacts. Pits were typically less than one cubic meter in size but some were 
as much as 7 m long and 1.2 m deep. For each pit I recorded the GPS location and 
characteristics of local topography. Digital images were taken as a record of till appearance 
with special emphasis on stratigraphic contacts and vertical pit surfaces. Sedimentological 
characteristics noted in the field included grain size, clast lithology, clast texture, color, and 
longitudinal axis of buried clasts, as well as any transitions in these characteristics in pit 
stratigraphy. 
Representative till samples were collected from each stratigraphic unit exposed in 
excavations. All samples were sieved in the field through a 16 mm (-4 ¢) screen to separate 
cobbles and boulders from gravel and matrix. Clasts larger than 16 mm (-4 ¢) were 
counted and placed in labeled canvas bags. A minimum of 40 clasts were collected for each 
sample location. Matrix samples. collected in a pan below the sieve. were placed in labeled 
Whirl-pack plastic bags. Volcanic ash samples were collected separately using a clean 
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spoon or spade to avoid potential contamination. Ash was placed in labeled bags and stored 
separately from sediment samples. Once sampling was completed, each excavation was 
refilled. 
Characterization 4surficial geology. Most of the tills preserved in the eastern Friis 
Hills outcrop on east- and west-facing slopes in erosional truncations (Figure 2.1 ). Viewed 
from above, tills appear as stacked, lens-shaped beds identifiable on the slope by changes 
in color and texture. To help differentiate tills at the ground surface, boulder counts and 
clast lithologies were logged along down-slope transects. To do this I walked transects 
from the highest point on the truncated section, typically the ridge top, directly downslope 
to the point where underlying bedrock is exposed. Each transect was created using a 100-
m-long measuring tape with the start and finish point of each transect being recorded using 
GPS. Eight transects were walked, spaced 100 m apart; they ranged in length from 35 m to 
138 m. Each transect was oriented as near as possible to perpendicular to the ridge and 
contacts. I recorded boulders larger than 30 cm that fell within I m on either side of the 
tape. The number of boulders counted in each transect ranged from 17 to I 09. 
CPS and G/S mapping GPS coordinates were recorded for all 72 excavations sites 
and 8 surface-boulder transects using a Trimble Pro XRS. Contacts between sedimentary 
units observable at the ground surface were recorded with Trimble 5700 Post-Processing 
Kinematic (PPK) survey equipment and then were converted for ArcGIS in Trimble 
Geomatics Office (TGO). This was accomplished by walking along contacts while the 
Trimble unit recorded a point location every 5 seconds. Each contact walked in the field 
was giwn a unique file name. which was later converted to a map line in ArcGIS. These 
lines were compiled to form a geological surface map. \1aps resulting from this GPS 
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Figure 2.1. Northeast-facing slope in the eastern Friis Hills. The image is from a point 
approximately 800 m above the surface of Taylor Glacier, 1 km east of the plateau edge. 
This slope exposes the bedrock-floored paleovalley and displays the stacked tills filling 
the valley in a sharp erosional truncation. Surface boulder counts took place on this 
slope; only two excavations were made on the slope because ice-cemented permafrost 
occurs only 10 to 15 cm below the ground surface 
survey are presented in section three; results from boulder counts are compiled in Table 
3.2. 
Laboratory Methods 
All laboratory analyses follow the procedures of Folk (1974). Analyses were 
conducted at NDSU in the Department of Geosciences. 
Clast Analysis. Clasts larger than 16 mm (-4 cp), were scrubbed and rinsed in tap 
water in order to remove adhering sand and silt-sized particles. Once dry, each clast was 
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examined on the basis of lithology, striations, molding, desert varnish, staining, and 
ventifaction. A total of I, 128 clasts were examined. 
Sediment Analysis. Gravel between 2- to 8-mm diameter (-1 ¢ and -3 ¢) was sieved 
at four different intervals using standard dry sieve techniques and an automated Ro-tap 
shaker. Weights of sediment retained at each interval were recorded to the nearest 0.() I g 
using an Ohaus Adventure Pro scale. The weighed gravel samples were then placed in a 
plastic bag and labeled for future use. 
Sand analysis was completed by first collecting a 70 to I 00 g split from the material 
that passed through the gravel-size sieves. Sample splits were washed with deionized water 
(DI) to remove salt. All splits were washed at least 3 times, each being allowed to soak and 
settle undisturbed for at least 24 hours. This allowed for the sand and mud to settle. The 
wash water was then carefully decanted from each beaker so that even silt and clay-sized 
sediment was retained. Salt-free samples were then washed with a 2.5g/L Calgon solution 
through 0.031 mm (5 ¢) sieve, which collected sand but allowed mud to drain to a I L 
Nalgene bottle. Once dried, the sand was sieved, weighed at intervals from I - to 0.0625-
mm (0 ¢ to 4 ¢), and then stored, using the same procedures described for gravel. 
Pipette analysis was used to determine the proportion of silt and clay in the mud 
fraction. The mud and Calgon solution was transferred from the Nalgene bottle to a I L 
graduated cylinder. When necessary, additional Calgon solution was added to the cylinder 
to bring the volume of the solution to I L. Using a stir rod, the solution was vigorously 
stirred developing uniform distribution. Once the stir rod was removed, 20 ml subsamples 
were removed from IO cm depth 11 time intervals calculated from Folk ( 1974 ). Each 20 ml 
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subsample was placed in a beaker. Each subsample was dried at 97° C and then weighed to 
the nearest 0.0 I grams. 
Geochronology. Volcanic ash samples were washed in deionized water to remove 
salt and clay particles. Each sample was placed in a Branson 3510 sonicator for 20 minutes, 
which released clay from grain surfaces and from most vesicles. The clay, while still in 
suspension, was poured off by hand. A small fraction of silt-sized and fine, sand-sized 
grains were also lost in this process. Dried sample splits were examined using a Licea 
Ml 65C binocular microscope at IO to 65x magnification. Sanidinc crystals were identified 
on the basis of cleavage, color and crystal habit. The largest, ranging from a maximum 
diameter of about 300 µm to a minimum of about 50 µm, were handpicked and placed in a 
cleaned, labeled glass vial. This subsample of crystals was sent to Lamont-Doherty Earth 
Observatory for 40 Ar/39 Ar analysis on 2 May 20 I I. 
Surface clasts were also collected from the Friis Hills for possible future use in 
exposure-age dating. Exposure samples were taken from identified units based on field 
mapping. Samples were selected based on size and morphology. Samples that were 
shielded by nearby upstanding boulders were rejected in favor of unshielded samples. The 
location of each sample was recorded with GPS and photographed to show local 
surroundings. Some samples consist of whole surface clasts, the largest of which arc 30 cm 
in diameter. Most samples. however. come from large clasts that were broken into 
manageable sample sizes. Once a sample \\as broken. the piece was marked showing 
\vhich face was originally upward and then photographed again displaying how the sample 
broke in relation to the original rock shape. Each exposure sample was placed in a labeled 
cam·as bag. which arc now stored in the ]',.;OSU Gcoscicnccs storage facility. 
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CHAPTER3.RESULTS 
A sequence of till sheets, interbedded with outwash sediments, fills an cast-west 
trending paleovalley in the eastern Friis Hills (Figure 2.1 ). Field results indicate that a wet-
based alpine glacier, flowing to the NE at about 029°, cut the palcovalley into granite 
bedrock. The glacial and glaciofluvial sediments filling the paleovalley can be separated 
into two drifts: a stratigraphically lower drift comprised of two tills with thin interbeds of 
glaciofluvial volcanic ash, sand and gravel, and a stratigraphically higher drift comprised of 
interbedded ablation tills and proglacial fluvial deposits (Figure 3.1 ). In this thesis I name 
the lower drift the Friis drift, based on its location and hypothesized ice source, which is 
within the Friis Hills. Friis drift can be subdivided into Friis I and II; Friis II being the 
oldest glacial-geologic map unit in the study area. Based on their association with glacially 
eroded bedrock surfaces, glaciers depositing these drifts cut the palcovalley through the 
eastern Friis Hills. In this thesis I have named the upper drift the Cavendish drift, based on 
its high content of clasts derived from the Cavendish Pluton (Figure 3.2). Cavendish is 
subdivided into three units called Cavendish I through III. Cavendish I is the youngest 
glacial-geologic map unit filling the paleovalley study area. Glaciers depositing Cavendish 
drift flowed obliquely to the paleovallcy axis and partially eroded the older Friis drift as 
well as truncating the paleovalley itself ( Figure 2.1 ). 
Friis Hills Morphology 
The Paleornlley. Based on an analysis in ArcGIS. the paleovalley is 35 m deep 
measured from the granite bedrock underlying Friis II to the highest glacially molded 
bedrock surface. Its axis trends southv .. est to northeast at an orientation of approximately 
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Cavendi b I: Single ablation till sheet, 1-6 m thick. Comprised 
of light brownish-gray, moderately compact, muddy, sandy, 
gra cl matrix and mostly cobble-sited, subangular dolerite 
clasts, with 12% granite and 3% sandstone. Weathering horiLon 
at an average depth of 2-10 cm . 
Cavendi b II: Single ablation Lill sheet 5- m thick. Comprised 
of light olive-brown to light brown, moderately compact, 
muddy, sandy, gravel matrix and subangulardolcritc clasts, ith 
8% granite and 3% sandstone clasts. Weathering horizon at an 
average depth of20 cm . 
Cavendi h m: Complex sequence of till sheets and intcrbcds 
ofglaciofluvial sediments, 10-15 m total thickness. Comprised 
of ablation tills 1-3 m thick interbedded with well-sorted lenses 
of sand and fine gravel 1-4 m thick. Tills arc comprised of light 
olive-brown, loosely compacted, gra clly, muddy, sand matrix 
and cobble-sized clasts of dolerite, granite (~lo), and sandstone 
(3o/.). Bedded sediments are cross-bedded fluvial sand and 
gra el: most coarsen upward and are capped b 40 to I 
cm-thick debris flows. 
Frii I: Single till sheet capped in rare locales by flu ial and 
lacustrine deposits. 5-10 m in total thickness, the till is 
comprised of compact, gray to light brown, muddy, sandy, 
gra cl matrix and cobble-size clasts of dolerite, granite ( %), 
sandstone (7%), and siltstone (<I%). Overlying fluvial and 
lacustrine beds are a maximum 1.2 m thick and comprised of 
planar-bedded sand and silt. Some beds are 5-10 cm-thick, 
reddish brown in color and include plant fibers. Weathered 
horizon at an average depth of 15 cm. ear the base, clasts of 
Friis II are incorporated in the till. 
Friis II: Single lodgment till sheet, 1-2 m thick. Comprised of 
light gray, heavily compacted, gravelly, muddy, sand matrix 
that coarsens upward and mostly gravel-si1ed clasts of dolerite, 
granite (13%) and sandstone (6%). Ablation till horizon near 
the top of the unit includes bedded, nearly in-situ, volcanic ash 
deposits, 3-40 cm thick, 19. 76 Ma old . 
Legend 
Cla 
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·------· - Weathering II riton 
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Figure 3.1. Stratigraphic column for glacial depo its in the eastern Frii Hills paleovalley. 
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Cavendi b Drift I 
Cavendi b Drift II 
Cavendi b Drift Ill 
Fril Drift I 
Figure 3.2. GIS map of glacial tills of the eastern Friis Hill. 
029°. Measured along this azimuth at the lowest point of the valley floor, the paleovalley 
extends 570 m. Based on GPS measurements of elevation at each end of the valley, it dips 
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2 to 3 m to the northeast over its length, with a slope of less than l O • Mea ured 
perpendicular to the valley axis, the paleovalley is 675 to 700 m wide. Although the valley 
walls are buried, valley width relative to depth suggest valley wall lope at about 6°. 
Modern Morphology. At scales of meter to ten of meter , urface in the Frii 
Hills show evidence for slow weathering under an arid climate. In dolerite bedrock, 
upstanding tors as much as 5 min height ri e above and surround hallow, grus-covered 
lows. Where granite bedrock is exposed, broad grus-covered plains characterize mo t of the 
eastern Friis Hills. In some areas grus as much as 40 cm deep blankets granite bedrock. 
Near the plateau margins cavernously weathered joint surfaces in the bedrock produce a 
complex topography of overhanging ledges, from 1 to 3 m high, and elongated tor and 
yardangs 2 to 4 m in height by 10 to 20 m in length. 
Most surfaces on upstanding bedrock are stained only on northeast-facing sides. 
Likewise, desert varnish and weathering rinds only occur on northeast-facing surfaces. In 
contrast southwest-facing surfaces appear fresh . Where rock surfaces are convex or where 
they show deep alveolar weathering, overhanging surfaces are typically alt encrusted. 
Together this evidence indicates that salt weathering and wind abrasion are the main agents 
of erosion in this cold and exceptionally dry environment. Rates of weathering from these 
agents are thought to be only tens of cm/year based on cosmogenic nuclide studie in the 
Dry Valleys region (Summerfield et al., 1999; Balco and Shuster, 2009; Morgan et al. , 
2010). 
Viewed at scales of hundreds of meter to kilometers, the eastern Frii Hills shows 
well-developed evidence for glacial erosion. South of the dolerite-capped hills that bound 
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the study area to the north, the plateau surface has been molded into a erie of parallel 
troughs and ridges oriented roughly ea t to west. 
The most prominent of these is a ridge that extends 1.8 km from a small dolerite-
capped knoll, standing about 110 m above the plateau surface, to the southea tern edge of 
the plateau (Figure 1.3). This ridge is about 300 m wide by 35 m high. Together the e 
features form a classic, glacially carved crag and tail. In this interpretation the dolerite 
knoll forms a resistant crag that protects a tail of granite extending in the direction of ice 
flow, approximately 084°. A second crag-and-tail feature, parallel to the first, is ituated to 
the north. The dolerite hills that bound the study area form the crag, whereas the tail holds 
the paleovalley and drift sheets. The tail extends to the east for a short distance before 
being truncated by the plateau edge. The north-facing slope of the tail is angled at 9°· the 
south-facing slope is angled at 7°. 
Situated between these two crag-and-tail features and running parallel to them, is a 
shallow glacial trough which bisects the plateau surface in the eastern Friis Hills. The 
trough originates from a low, dolerite-floored saddle between the two crags described 
above and extends about 2.1 km to the east (Figure 1.3). It is only a few meters deep 
adjacent to the crags but reaches a depth of about 35 m where it is truncated at the 
southeastern plateau margin. The trough 's orientation is 086° measured from satellite 
imagery. The northern slope of this trough crosscuts the paleovalley and the till sheets that 
fill it. This slope and associated truncation surface are orientated at 083°. The paleovalley 
floor, both valley walls, and drift sheets that fill the valley, are expo ed on this slope. 
The crag-and-tail features bedrock trough and the erosional truncation of the more 
ancient paleovalley all provide evidence that glacial ero ion has shaped and streamlined the 
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eastern Friis Hills. Although subaerial processes are continuously altering this topography 
to the point that it is obscured at scales of tens of meters, evidence for glacial erosion 
remams. 
Glacial deposits in the eastern Friis Hills - overview 
Glacial deposits in the eastern Friis Hills are eparated into two groups ba ed on 
differences that are evident in the field as well as in laboratory analyse . From field 
observations, tills comprising Friis drift are thin and show simple, subdued, low-relief 
surfaces (Figure 3.3). Tills and interbedded ediments in Cavendish drift are thick with 
complex internal bedding, which results in high-relief surfaces of tepped benche and 
steep erosional margins (Figure 3.3). Differing surface color come from lithology and 
weathering cbaracteri tics. Boulders and cobbles exposed at the surface of Frii drift are 
Figure 3.3. Aerial photo of Friis and Ca endi h drift . Line separate the gently sloped 
Frii drift to the left and high-relief, ero ional ridged Cavendish drift to the right. 
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mainly dolerite and most are deeply weathered, which produces a deep red to nearly black 
surface coloration. In contrast, surfaces of Cavendish drift arc made up of granite, dolerite 
and sandstone boulders, which weather to red to reddish-brown colors. 
Lab analysis also shows differences in characteristics between the two drifts. Tills 
in Cavendish drift all show similar percentages of gravel, sand, and mud, whereas tills in 
Friis drift have lower percentages of gravel and correspondingly higher percentages of sand 
and mud. In Friis drift sandstone clasts are more abundant than in Cavendish drift. Granite 
clasts derived from local bedrock are generally more common in Cavendish drift although 
the unit resting on bedrock, Friis II, has the highest percentage of granite clasts. This results 
from a few samples skewing the average due to a large numbers of bedrock fragments. 
Lastly, clasts in Cavendish drift are more commonly molded and polished than arc those 
from Friis drift. 
In the following sections, analytical results for all five subdivided units of Friis and 
Cavendish drifts are given in stratigraphic order from top to bottom. Outcrop patterns, 
results from GPS-assisted field mapping, and surficial morphology arc given first. Textural 
analyses of till matrix and results of clast analyses follow. Lastly evidence for ice flow 
directions is given. All laboratory results arc summarized in tables within this chapter; full 
results are given in Appendix A and B. Surface boulder cJunts arc presented in Appendix 
C. 
Cavendish I 
Characteristics. Cavendish I is a I- to 6-m-thick. partially lithified, light brownish-
gray (2.5Y 6. 2). cobble-rich diamicton. It has a surface area of approximately 2.900 m2 
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(Fig 3.4). In map view it crops out in an elliptical shape approximately 100 m long by 39 m 
wide with the long axis oriented roughly north-south. It i the highest tratigraphic unit in 
the study area and caps the sedimentary sequence filling the paleovalley (Figure 3.1 ). To 
the north Cavendish I rests on Cavendish II; to the south it directly overlie Cavendi h III. 
Figure 3.4. Outcrop map of Cavendish I. All other units shown in gray. 
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Although it wa not observed, it follows that the base of avendish I cro cuts the contact 
between Cavendish II and III. 
The upper surface of Cavendish I is relatively horizontal. Steep lopes, 3 to 5 m 
high, mark the margins of the outcrop on all sides. Steep ea t-facing lopes lead down to a 
near-vertical cliff that borders the modern Taylor Glacier. West-facing lope are imilarly 
steep but they lead down to the surfaces of underlying till beets. The e sharp edge as well 
as abundant, red-stained dolerite surface boulders differentiate Cavendish I from 
underlying Cavendish II and III at the ground urface. 
Based on excavations and sedimentology of surface exposure , avendi h I i 
comprised of a single till sheet (Figure 3.5). This till is a compact diamicton made up of 
Figure 3.5. Cavendish I expo ed in excavation. The light brownish-gray till of 
Ca endish I re ts on the gray avendi h 11 and below the tarpaulin, which marks the 
ground surface before the pit was excavated. 
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primarily cobble-sized clasts set within a light brown-gray (2.5Y 6/2). muddy sandy gravel 
matrix (Table 3.1, Figure 3.6). Clasts in the till arc dolerite, granite and sandstone. Of 
these, none are erratics relative to bedrock exposed in the Friis Hills. A third of the clasts 
are glacially molded, however none shows surface striations (Table 3.2). Surface boulders 
are mostly dolerite set among a few scattered boulders of granite and very rare sandstone. 
Some excavations reveal a near-surface weathering horizon that extl:nds to an average 
depth of IO cm. A sharp transition from the weathered horizon to the ti 11 is marked by a 
change in color from dark red to light red. Weathering processes have planed some dolerite 
and granite clasts so that they arc level with the ground surface: most of these arc 
surrounded by a thin layer of grus that extends several meters to the northeast, which is the 
prevailing wind direction (Doran ct al., 2002). Cavendish I docs not rest on bedrock 
anywhere in the study area. 
Table 3.1. Scdimentological analysis for drifts in the eastern Friis Hills. 
Sedimentology 
Texture (matrix <1.6 cm) Mud con~osition 
Unit Gvl (%) Sand (%) Mud(%) Sh(%) Cl('~)) 
Cavendish I 35.3 47.3 17.4 16.6 0.8 
n=2 
Cavendish II 32.5 54.8 12.7 11.4 1.3 
11 =6 
Cavendish II 28.6 53.0 18.4 14.9* 1.6* 
n=l3 
Friis I 35.6 50.4 14.1 11.0* 1.1 * 
11 = 11 
Friis II 23.7 55.5 20.8 24.1 * 2.8* 
11 =10 
Abbeniationsn-munber of samples analyizcd per till w1it: Ci\l-gra\el: Sand sand: :\1ud mud: 
Sh=sih: Cl-clay. 
*A\erage \·alues ofsih and clay for Ca\endi,;h Ill excludes 3 samples. Frii,; I excludes 2 
samples. and Friis II excludes 7 samples. because of excluded data swns do not equal 100%. 
Table exch1des widifferentiated samples: ASS-10-43AB. ASS-10-64. ASS-] 0- 74AH. 
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Mud 
Figure 3.6. Ternary plot of 
Cavendish I matrix. Based on 
Folk ( 1974 ). the average of the 
matrix analyzed plotted as 
muddy sandy gravel. Scales go 
from O to I 00%. I OO'Yci rests at 
labeled point; 01!/ri rests at line 
opposite point. 
Interpretation. Cavendish I is the youngest till in the palcovallcy. It is a single sheet 
of ablation till, most likely deposited at the glacier bed. It was deposited by ice that flowed 
over both Cavendish II and Cavendish Ill. The fact that Cavendish 11 is missing beneath the 
southern outcrop of the ti II could mean that the ice was erosive in some places. The mud-
rich matrix and glacial surfaces on clasts indicate that the ice was wet- based. The ice was 
locally derived based on the lack of erratic clasts in the ti II. 
Given the truncated edges of the till sheet and its restricted map pattern, Cavendish 
I has been eroded. Its restricted extent and sharp edges arc suggestive of glacial erosion. 
However. modem subaerial processes such as wind deflation and salt weathering arc most 
likely slowly eroding these slopes at present given C\ idcnce for erosion of boulders at the 
ground surface. 
Cavendish II 
Characteristics. Cavendish I! is a 5- to 8-m-thick. compact. light colored 
diamiction. It is exposed over an area of 78.400 me (Figure 3.7). Where Cavendish l is 
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Table 3.2. Clast characteristics lix the eastern Friis Hills drift sheets. 
Clasts 
Clasts/kg of Nwnber of Glacial Surfaces Lithology 
Unit matrix(> 1.6 cm) clasts analyA:d Mo! t<%) Str (%) Pol(%) Doi(%) Gr(%) ss (%) Shst (%) Errat. Gr(%)* 
Cavcndi"h I 19 93 30.1 0.0 I. I 84.9 11.8 3.2 0.0 0.0 
II 2 
Cavendi"h II 25 251 35.9 1.6 7 ') 89.2 7.6 3.2 0.0 0.0 
II 6 
Cavendish II 17 533 22.0 2.1 3.8 86.3 9.6 3.4 0.8 0.2 
II 13 
Friis\ 20 442 21.9 1.4 1.6 87.1 6.6 6.1 0.2 0.5 
II 11 
t-i 
..:. Friis II 14 435 :.J.7 0.2 2.1 76.3 17.7 5.7 0.2 0.9 
II IO 
Ahbeni1tions:n-munher of samples analyved per till unit: Mol=mokkd: Str=striated: Pol=polished: DoJ=-cdolerite: Gr=granite: 
SS sandstone: Shst sihstone: Lm1t. Gr erratic granite. 
*l:!Tatic granite d1sts are those trom plutons other than C,nendish. 
Table excludes tmdillcrenfoted samples: ASS- I 0-43AB. ASS- I 0-64. ASS- I 0- 74A B. 
absent, Cavendish II crops out at the top of the valley fi 11. Steep erosional edges to the cast 
and west give the till outcrop a ridge-like appearance. In map view it fonns a long, narrow 
ellipse oriented north-south. West-facing slopes arc from 4 to 5 m high; cast-facing slopes, 
which are exposed along a steep erosional truncation, arc from 5 to 8 m high. Over most of 
the study area Cavendish II is the highest stratigraphic unit; it underlies Cavendish I only 
along the southern edge of the paleovallcy. Cavendish II rests directly on Cavendish Ill to 
the south; to the north it rests on dolerite bedrock of the south facing palcovallcy wall. 
Based on excavations and internal stratigraphy exposed along erosional truncations, 
Cavendish II is comprised of a single till sheet. The till sheet is a moderately compact, light 
brownish-gray (2.5Y 6/2) to light olive-brown (2.5Y 5/3) colored diamicton (Figure 3.8). It 
is composed of dolerite, granite, and sandstone clasts set within a muddy sandy gravel 
matrix (Figure 3.9). Clasts range from boulders to cobbles but most arc cobbles from 8 to 
IO cm in diameter. 
Approximately 45% of clasts in the till show glacial surface textures. The till 
includes no erratic clasts (Table 3.2). Some excavations reveal a near-surface weathering 
horizon that extends to an average depth of 20 cm. The horizon is marked by a well-
defined change in matrix color from brown or reddish-brown near the ground surface to 
yellowish-brown at depth. The change in color is sharp. c~curring over a vertical distance 
of less than 4 cm. Surface boulders exposed in Cavendish II are dolerite, granite, and 
sandstone. 
Like Cavendish I. clasts at or near the ground surface in Cavendish II are deeply 
weathered. Weathering processes have planed some dolerite and granite boulders level with 
the ground surface. \1ost of these arc surrounded by a thin layer of grus that extends from I 
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avendi b Drift I 
Cavendi h Drift II 
Cavendi h Drift Ill 
Figure 3.7. Outcrop map of avendish 11. All other units 
to 4 m to the northeast of boulders. 
E idence for ice flow directions come from a single bedrock exposure that shows 
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Figure 3.8. Cavendish II exposed near the center of the till outcrop. A brownish 
weathering horizon transitions to a light brown slightly consolidated matrix at a depth of 
20 cm. 
well-developed striations oriented 110°. The striations are exposed on a smooth dolerite 
bedrock surface that emerges from beneath the northern margin of Cavendish II at the 
truncated edge of the paleovalley wall. This surface descends beneath the till at an angle of 
5 to 10°, sloping to the south. 
Interpretation. Cavendish II rests stratigraphically above Cavendish III and below 
Cavendish I (Figure 3.1). It is interpreted as an ablation till deposited at the glacier bed. 
The fine-grained matrix and abundance of glacially molded and striated clasts indicate that 
the till was depo ited from wet-based ice. Lack of erratic clasts suggests the ice was 
derived from a local source area. Ice flowed to the east-southeast based on a single striated 
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Mud 
Figure 3.9. Ternary plot of 
Cavendish II matrix. Based on 
Folk ( 1974 ), the matrices of 
diamictons in the till sheet arc 
classified as muddy sandy 
gravel. Scales go from O to 
100°/c). I OO'Yo rests at labeled 
point; ()l1c) rests at line opposite 
point. 
surface along the northern margin of the till outcrop. This direction is different from the 
orientation of the paleovalley, which trends southwest to northeast at about 029°. 
The sharp weathering horizon could indicate that the till was exposed at the ground 
surface for some time prior to burial beneath Cavendish I. However, the horizon was not 
observed to extend beneath Cavendish I meaning that it could also have developed after 
deposition of the overlying till sheet. Abrupt truncations on both cast and west-facing 
slopes indicate erosion from glacial activity. Boulders exposed at the ground surface 
suggest erosion from long-term exposure to subaerial weathering processes in an arid 
climate similar to that of today. 
Cavendish Ill 
Characteristics. Cavendish III is a complex unit comprised of light brownish-gray 
(2.5 Y 6>2) to light oliw-brown (2.5Y 5 3) diamictons interbedded with well-sorted lenses 
of sand and fine graYel. It is the thickest stratigraphic unit in the study area being 10 to 15 
m thick based on GPS mapping otupper and lower contacts. Ca\endish Ill rests above 
Friis I and below Ca\Cndish I and II (Figure 3.1 ). In map \iew Ca\·endish Ill extends 55 to 
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60 m to the east and 315 to 350 m to the west from the map edges of overlying drifts. It 
covers a map area of 273,500 m 2 (Figure 3.10). To the cast, like the two units above it, 
Cavendish III crops out along a steep erosional truncation overlooking Taylor Glacier. To 
the west Cavendish III extends from beneath overlying drifts to fonn a series of nearly 
level benches. These benches are arranged in stair-step fashion with steep, 3-to 5-m-high, 
erosional margins separating relatively flat benches. These erosional margins arc oriented 
from 080° to 110°. In cross-section each erosional margin corresponds to a change in 
internal stratigraphy. Based on excavations into steep erosional margins that exposed 
internal stratigraphy, Cavendish III is composed of four stacked till sheets. At the base of 
each till sheet are well-sorted tluvial beds and debris flows deposited in a proglacial 
setting. The tills are comprised of mostly cobble-sized clasts set within a matrix of 
gravelly, muddy, sand (Figure 3.11, 3.12; Table 3.1 ). Based on analysis of 318 clasts, they 
are primarily dolerite with scattered granite and sandstone; one excavation produced a 
single siltstone clast (Table 3.2). A low percentage of these clasts are molded compared to 
those in the other four mapped units. Where tills are exposed at the ground surface, most 
excavations show a brownish weathering horizon that extends to a depth of 5 to IO cm. 
Below this horizon, tills in Cavendish Ill have a light olive-brown (2.5Y 5/3) 
matrix. Interbeds between till sheets are comprised of planar- and cross-bedded sand and 
gravel (Figure 3. I 3 ). Cross-beds dip to the northeast in four excavations. Each interbed is I 
to 4 m thick and has a sharp contact with underlying diamictons. Some interheds show 
coarsening-upward sequences of sand grading to gra\elly sand. which grades to gravel. 
Stratified. clast-rich beds cap each sequence above sharp contacts. These capping beds 
grade upward into unstratified diamictons. 
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avendi b Drift II 
avendi b Drift Ill 
Frii Drift I 
Figure 3.10. Outcrop map of Cavendish Ill. All other units shown in gray. 
The thickness and lateral extent of till sheets and interbeds appear to control local 
urface morphology in the unit. Sand and gravel interbeds crop out along the teep margins 
of benches wherea diamictons crop out on bench surfaces. Indicators of ice flow direction 
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Figure 3.11. Excavation pit 10-17 of Cavendish Ill. Coarse gravel horizon near the 
surface fines downward. Clast display molding in the semi-compact till. 
Mud 
Figure 3.12. Ternary plot of 
avendi h Ill matrix. Based on 
Folk (1974), the matrices of 
diamictons in the till heet are 
clas ified as a gravelly muddy 
ands. cale go from O to 100%. 
100% re ts at labeled points; 0% 
re ts at line oppo ite point. 
for Cavendi h ll1 come from an i olated patch of drift located about 200 m outhwest of the 
main drift outcrop. An excavation into the outhem margin of thi drift outlier expo ed 
planar-bedded sand re ting on poli bed and triated bedrock. Striations and hallow 
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Figure 3.13. Excavation pit 10-25 in Cavendish III is located up slope from the 
erosional benches. This pit displays well-sorted interbeds within the till heet. These 
interbeds are compri ed of planar and cros -bedded sand and fine to medium gravel. 
Ground surface to the bottom of the excavation pit is approximately 80 cm. 
grooves, extending as much as 40 cm, register flow to the east at 072°. Approximately 4 m 
to the east the sand beds dip beneath a thin diamicton interpreted in the field to be part of 
the lowest till sheet of Cavendish III. 
Interpretation. Cavendish Ill is a series of ablation tills depo ited beneath a 
fluctuating glacier margin. During episode of ice retreat, water flowing to the northeast 
and east, away from the glacier margin, depo ited well- orted beds of and and gravel. 
Coarsening upward sequences suggest most record the advance of glacier ice. Stratified 
diamicton that cap the e beds are interpreted as debri flows cascading from nearby 
morame or the ice itself. The e indicate a nearby ice margin. Ablation till was deposited 
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directly from melting ice when the glacier advanced over these sites. Subsequent ice retreat 
allowed the depositional sequence to be repeated. 
Cavendish Ill rests stratigraphically above Friis I and below Cavendish I and 11. 
Given the mud-rich matrix and glacially molded and striated clasts, glaciers depositing the 
drift were wet-based. Based on a single striated bedrock surface the ice depositing at least 
one of the tills sheets was flowing to the cast. Whereas overall clast lithology for this till is 
unremarkable, a single fine-grained, white plagioclase-rich granite erratic was found during 
clast analyses suggesting this till might have been deposited from ice originating outside of 
the Friis Hills. The orientations of cross beds, and of wedge-shaped debris flows, suggest 
that ice margins were retreating and advancing in a northeast-southwest direction. Given 
the ice flow direction indicated from striations, these margins may have been lateral rather 
than terminal. 
Excavations into benches and their erosional margins show that internal 
stratigraphy controls drift surface morphology. Tills underlie benches, clast-rich debris 
flows typically crop out at bench edges, and bedded sand and gravel underlie steep slopes. 
This suggests that the clast-rich debris flows and ablation till sheets arc protecting 
underlying beds of sand and gravel from erosion. Based on the number of benches 
displayed at the ground surface. at least four advance and retreat sequences arc recorded 
within this 10- to 15-m thick unit. 
The 5- to 10-cm-thick weathered horizon implies subaerial weathering processes. It 
is not clear from stratigraphy exposed in excavations. however. if this horizon follows the 
modem surface. meaning it is fom1ing today. or follows the upper surface of the unit. 
meaning it fom1ed before the deposition of Ca\ en dish 11. 
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Characteristics. Friis I is a 5- to I 0-m-thick, consolidated, light olive-brown (2.5Y 
6/2) to brown (I OYR 5/3) colored diamicton. It has a surface area of 153,620 m2• In map 
view it crops out as thin bands where it emerges from beneath overlying drifts (Fig 3.14 ). It 
also crops out in isolated patches where it mantles slopes leading up to the dolerite hills 
that bound the northern margin of the study area. Lastly, it forms a single outcrop, about 
11,032 m 2 in size, where it mantles the tail leading away from the crag described above. 
The drift overlies Friis II near the center of the paleovalley, whereas it rests on granite and 
dolerite bedrock along both the north and south paleovalley walls (Figure 3.1 ). It underlies 
Cavendish Ill throughout the study area. At the ground surface the drift forms a bench that 
exhibits a 1 to 2 m slope. This slope leads down to bedrock except near the center of the 
paleovalley where it leads down to Friis II. Weathered black dolerite boulders and the 
black to dark-reddish colored grus they produce characterize the surface of Friis I. 
Granite bedrock adjacent to Friis I shows two distinct sets of striations. Based on 
crosscutting relationships the older set is oriented at 029°, nearly parallel to the axis of the 
paleovalley, whereas the younger set is oriented at 099° (Table 3.3 ). The older striations 
emerge primarily from beneath Friis II but at two locales a striated surface emerges from 
beneath Friis I. These striations are found only within I (J m of drift edges, whereas the 
younger set of striations is found IO to 20 m father from drift edges. Where Friis I rests on 
sandstone bedrock in the northv,:est of the study area. along what would have been the 
northern wall of the paleovalley. the till includes a basal horizon of crushed rock above 
Jointed and disaggregated sandst0ne. This horizon includes slabs of the underlying 
sandstone. some of which hold striations. ~early all of these slabs arc oriented with long 
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Cavendi b Drift Ill 
Frii Drift I 
Friis Drift II 
Figure 3.14. Outcrop map of Friis I. AU other unit hown in gray. 
axes nortbeast-soutbwe t and upper surface dipping to the outhwe t. Striation on the e 
slabs are also oriented northeast-southwest. 
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Table 3.3. Location and orientation of striations documented in the eastern Friis Hills. 
Site Coordinates 0 Ider Str. C rnss-cut str. 
ASE-10-07 77.75033; 161.57776 25 100 
ASE-10-07 77.75033; 161.57776 25 84 
ASE-10-07 77. 75033; 161.57776 28 77 
ASE-10-07 77. 75033: 161.57776 28 81 
ASE-10-07 77.75033: 161.57776 29 * 
ASE-10-07 77.75033: 161.57776 32 107 
ASE-10-07 77.75033: 161.57776 37 87 
ASE- I 0-01 77.75610: 161.53632 * 109 
ASE-10-03 77.74660: 161.56856 * 150 
ASE-10-06 77.75477; 161.56470 * 72 
ALS-06-21-6 77.74624: 161.56910 * 115 
ALS-06-21- 7 77.74656: 161.56846 * 105 
ALS-06-22 77.75742; 161.51386 * 105 
Mean 29 99 
Coordinates arc latitude south and longitude cast. 
Orientation'> are in degrees from true North. 
Older str.=Older striation'>; Cross-cut str.=Cross-cutting striation'> 
*Only one set of striatiorn; found on bedrock. 
Fossil-bearing fluvial and lacustrinc beds cap Friis I where it crops out along the 
northern margin of the study area and where it emerges from beneath overlying tills sheets 
along the south wall of the paleovallcy. These beds arc rare and crop out only sporadically. 
typically in steep erosional truncations. The beds arc a maximum of 1.2 m thick. comprised 
of planar lamina of fine sand and silt. Organic beds arc dark reddish-brown in color and 
contain traces of plant fibers. :vtost arc only 5- to I 0- cm in thickness and occur near the 
bottom of the beds. 
Excavations show that Friis I is a single till sheet. This till is a compact diamicton 
comprised of mostly cobble-size clasts of dolerite. granite. sandstone. and siltstone set 
within a muddy. sandy gra\cl matrix (Figure 3.15: Tables 3.1. 3.2). Among the 348 clasts 
analyzed. two clasts from the till arc erratic. One is a fine-grained. white plagioclasc-rich 
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Mud 
Figure 3.15. Ternary plot of 
Friis I matrix. Based on Folk 
( 1974 ). the average of the 
matrices analyzed plotted as 
muddy sandy gravel. Scales go 
from O to I om,,,;>. I 00<1<> rests at 
labeled points; 0% rests at line 
opposite point. 
granite and the other is coarse-grained, feldspar-rich granite. About 25% of the clasts arc 
molded. Friis I has the highest percentage of sandstone clasts at I 3.4% but this figure is 
skewed by a high number of bedrock fragments present where the till rests on sandstone 
bedrock. A few weakly stratified beds are present within excavations in the till as well as a 
few thin interbeds of sand and gravel (Figure 3.16 ). Most of these intcrbcds arc 30- to 80-
cm thick. 
The till shows evidence for prolonged surface weathering. Cement binding sand 
grains in sandstone clasts have been chemically weathered to depths of as much as 40 cm 
causing clasts to disintegrate once they are exposed in excavations. Nearly all dolerite 
boulders exposed at the ground surface have been eroded to become level with the ground 
surface; most are surrounded by halos of grus that cxtcn<l as much as 4 to 5 m to the 
northeast. 
lnte,pretation. Friis I rest stratigraphically below Cavendish Ill and above Friis II. 
It is interpreted primarily a basal lodgement till based on the le\·el of compaction seen in 
most pits. Where the till is thickets. decreasing compaction upward suggests that some 
horizons in the unit may be basal ablation tills with the interbcds of sand and gravel 
representing either subglacial or proglacial flow of meltwater. Based on muddy matrix 
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Figure 3.16. Exca ation pit of Friis I. Pit is a dolerite-rich till that coar en upward . 
Sandstone' ghosts' can be seen in the image as white patches on the pit wall . 
texture and the pre ence of striated clasts the till was deposited by wet-based ice. Erratic 
cla ts indicate that ice could have originated outside of the Friis Hills. An alternative 
hypothe i i that the erratic could have been from a rock unit near the Friis Hills which 
has now been eroded away. 
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Based on two striated bedrock surfaces adjacent to Friis L ice flowing roughly 
parallel to the paleovallcy axis deposited the till. The orientation of striations on slabs of 
sandstone bedrock within the till and the preferred orientations of some clasts also suggest 
ice flow parallel to the valley axis. Identical striations beneath Friis II could complicate this 
interpretation but the simplest explanation is that ice depositing both Friis I and Friis 11 
flowed in directions that were indistinguishable from each other. This means that striations 
oriented at 025° to 037° represent flow of ice for both Friis I and Friis II. The crosscutting 
striations oriented east-west arc most likely associated with deposition of Cavendish 111. 
This makes sense if glaciers flowing in the same direction as those depositing Cavendish 
III were responsible for the partial erosion of underlying units evident in outcrop patterns. 
Fossil-bearing tluvial and lacustrinc beds that cap Friis I were deposited during an 
ice-free period. Organic content in some beds suggests they arc peats that formed in wet, 
low-lying areas where surface water collected and encouraged plant growth. Their rare and 
patchy distribution could also suggest that they were eroded hy ice depositing overlying 
drifts. 
Friis l's location in the paleovalley, along the northern bluffs, and as blanket 
covering the tai I at the western edge of the study area. provides evidence that Fri is I once 
blanketed much of the eastern Friis Hills. Howc\'cr. ice crosscut the paleovallcy and eroded 
away much of Friis I. Only isolated remnants of Friis I. most of which were protected by 
dolerite bedrock ridges. were left as relics. Dolerite boulders eroded to the ground surface 
and sandstone "ghosts" suggest that Friis I is one of the oldest tills in the palcovalley. 
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Friis II 
Characteristics. Friis II is a I-to 2-m-thick. compact, light gray (2.5Y 7/1) 
diamicton with a capping horizon of bedded sand and gravel. Friis II is the lowest 
stratigraphic unit filling the paleovalley and the oldest map unit in the eastern Friis Hills 
(Figure 3.1 ). The drift crops out in two locales: I) along the southern edge of the valley fill 
where it emerges from beneath Cavendish III to form a narrow bed between the bedrock 
and overlying till and 2) at the western edge of the valley fill where it extends westward for 
IO to 20 meters from beneath Friis I (Figure 3.17). The drift forms a bench I to 1.5 m high 
that terminates at a steep erosional truncation. Throughout the study area Friis II rests on 
bedrock. The southern outcrop mantles the southern wall of the palcovallcy, whereas the 
western outcrop fills the lowest portion of the palcovallcy. Striated and polished bedrock is 
common beneath the till and on bedrock exposed adjacent to till edges. Striations beneath 
the till are oriented between 025° and 03 7°. As described above. those found more than 
about 10 meters from the till include crosscutting striations averaging 096° (Table 3.3 ). 
The basal horizon of Friis II is comprised of a single. relatively thin till sheet. It is a 
dense, dark gray in color. strongly consolidated till that has been plastered onto granite 
bedrock (Dreimanis. A .. 1989). In all excavations the till sheet is from 0.5 to 1.4 m thick. 
Cobble and boulder-sized clasts in the till arc rare with rnost being only gravel sized or 
smaller. Clasts arc composed of dolerite. granite. and sandstone. The till matrix is gray to 
dark gray. gravelly. muddy sand (Figure 3.18: Table 3.1 ). Friis II has the highest 
percentage of erratic clasts among the analyzed map units. All of these erratics consist of 
fine-grained. light gray granites that arc notably dissimilar to local granite bedrock. Despite 
resting on striated bedrock. the percentage of striated clasts in the till is minimal but 
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Figure 3.17. Outcrop map of Friis II. All other units hown in gray. 
molded and poli bed clasts are common Table 3.2). 
Abo e the basal horizon the unit grade upward to bedded and and fine gravel 
both of which are light brown in color. The e beds combined are le than 1 m thick. They 
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Mud 
Figure 3.18. Ternary plot of 
Friis II matrix. Based on Folk 
( 1974 ), the average of the 
matrices analyzed plot as 
gravelly muddy sand. Scales go 
from O to I 001Yt1. I 00% rests at 
labeled point; 0°/i, rests at line 
opposite point. 
extend laterally as much as IO m where they either meet the palcovallcy side walls or taper 
beneath overlying Friis I. The sand and gravel beds arc less consolidated than the 
underlying till but are still more consolidated than any other unit filling the paleovalley. 
Near the base of these beds, resting just above the till, are several small, lens-
shaped interbeds of nearly pure volcanic ash ( Figure 3. 19 ). Each lens is from 3 to 40 cm 
thick and extends in cross-section from 30 to 80 cm. Because of the uniform texture of the 
ash, bedding in these lenses is difficult to discern but several show faint planar lamina that 
dip to the east at 5 to 10°. Based on surface exposures ofvokanic ash, these lenses extend 
at least 5 to 6 m in the down-dip direction. The ash is comprised of nearly pure, light gray 
to cloudy colored glass shards that arc fine- to coarse-sand sized. Analysis using a scanning 
electron microscope at l OOOx magnification showed that ash shards arc angular and that 
they possess delicate, needle-like extensions and fragile bubble-wall vesicles ( Figure 3.20 ). 
ln!(!lpretution. Friis II is the oldest and stratigraphically lowest drifi in the 
paleovalley. The lower horizon is interpreted as a lodgement till deposited at the bed of a 
glacier that flowed to the northeast. down the axis of the palcovallcy. The glacier was wet-
based given the muddy till matrix. molded and polished clasts. and striated bedrock. Since 
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Figure 3.20. EM image of olcanic ash glas bard . 
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Friis II till rests directly on striated bedrock, the simplest explanation is that Friis II till 
rests directly on striated bedrock, the simplest explanation is that ice depositing Friis II also 
cut the paleovalley. Friis II has the lowest concentration of clasts per kg ( I 0), but it has the 
highest percentage of granite clasts compared to the other four units at 13<Yo (Table 3.2). 
This is because Friis II was deposited directly on granite bedrock as the palcovalley was 
being formed. It also has the most erratic clasts among all of the tills at 3.41Yci. This could 
suggest that Friis II came from a distant source region, however, these erratics may actually 
be from bedrock that cropped out near the Friis Hills before extensive erosion. Ice flow was 
likely to the northeast at 025°-037°, based on striated bedrock beneath and adjacent to the 
till. The till was probably deposited when the ice entered a depositional phase after cutting 
the paleovalley. The upper horizon in the drift represents an ablation phase. As the ice 
melted, beds of sand and gravel were deposited along the ice margin. 
The volcanic ash, which has been dated at 19.76 ± 0.07 Ma (Sidney Hemming, 
preliminary lab report from Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory), likely fell on the surface 
of the glacier depositing Friis II during the ablation phase. It quickly flowed off in melt-
water before being deposited in shallow channels. The ash is considered nearly in-situ 
because of the angular shards of glass and minimal occurrence of other lithic grains. 
Taylor Drift 
Characteristics. Taylor Drift is a \·cncer of scattered dolerite boulders and cobbles 
that sit on surfaces of granite bedrock and grus. It ourcrops on surfaces along the southern 
rim of the eastern Friis Hills. In map\ iew it forms a narrow band that parallels the margin 
of Taylor Glacier and it cmcrs an area of 17.:1.025 m~ ( Figur~ 3 .21 ). The dolerite clasts 
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Prominent bench margin 
VaUe uis bued on bedrock 
Figure 3.21. Map of Taylor Drift in light green located in the southwe t comer of the 
eastern Friis Hills. All other drifts shown in gray. 
comprising the drift are weathered reddi h-brown in color and all di play pitted and 
stained, weathered surface . 
Interpretation. Taylor drift is likely the younge t till in the eastern Frii Hill but it 
stratigraphic relationship to the other drifts in this study is unknown. A cold-based glacier 
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likely deposited this drift because it contains only weathered dolerite boulders and has no 
till matrix. Gravel and sand may have once been part of the drift but subsequent erosion has 
destroyed all but the largest and most resistant clasts. W cathering of the dolerite boulders 
indicates that they have been exposed to subaerial processes fi.>r a long period. This till was 
probably deposited from an expanded Taylor Glacier. Being as much as 500 m above the 
surface of the modem glacier, the till might date back to a time when the trough holding 
Taylor Glacier was much shallower than it is today. It is unlikely that Taylor Glacier has 
been sufficiently thick at any time in the past 3 to 5 million years to deposit the till based 
on nearby glacial geologic studies (Brook ct al., 1993; Willenbring ct al., 2006). 
Undifferentiated 
Five samples analyzed, I 0-43A/B, I 0-64, and I 0-74A/B, were classified as 
undifferentiated. Samples I 0-43A/B and I 0-74A/B were influenced by down-slope 
processes such as colluviation or being located directly above weathered bedrock that 
introduced significant numbers of small granite clasts to overlying sediments. ASE- I 0-64 
was located within an isolated till patch in the eastern corner of the eastern Friis Hills 
(Figure 3.22). Neither surface evidence nor laboratory analysis provided any diagnostic 
characteristics to indicate relationships with other map L:nits. 
Statistical analyses of drifts 
Sedimentological drift characteristics were analyzed f<Jr statistical significance. 
Using the statistical program SAS 9.4. analysis of variance ( A'.\OV A) for means with an 
alpha lc\c) of0.10 was determined. The null hypothesis is that the means of the 
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Figure 3.22. Map of isolated patch of undifferentiated drift in the outh-eastem 
comer of the eastern Friis Hills. 
sedimentological drift characteristics are the rune therefore rejecting the null hypothesis 
means that the drifts are significantly different. An alpha value of 0.10 indicates that 10% 
of the time a false rejection of the null hypo the i could be accepted. If a P-value of 0.10 or 
lower is calculated, then the means are ignificantly different and a fal e rejection is 
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unlikely. Means compared were % gravel, % sand. 0/ci mud. clasts/kg. and dolerite. granite. 
and sandstone clast abundance and the abundance of erratic clasts. Means from ( 'avendish I 
were excluded from the statistical comparison because laboratory data arc available for 
only two samples. 
Results for differences in the mean values of gravel, sand and mud in drift matrices 
produced a P-value of0.1285, 0.7454. and 0.0747. respectively (Table 3.4). The high P-
value for gravel and sand means no significant difference was found between the drifts. 
However, the means of percent mud had a P-value below the alpha value, which means that 
this characteristic is significantly different among the four drifts. A NOVA was also 
computed to test for significant differences in clast lithology and clast texture. No 
significance was found among the drifts on the basis of percent dolerite. granite. sandstone 
and striated clasts (Table 3.4). In contrast, results for clasts/kg. percent of clasts molded 
and polished. and abundance of erratic clasts had P-values below the alpha level. 
/nte17Jretation. A NOVA results for means of sedimentology and clast 
characteristics show a significant difference between the drifts. Hecause gravel, sand. and 
mud values are dependent on each other. di ffcrences found in mud support separation of 
the drifts. Furthermore the differences found in clast concentration. clast molding. polish 
and percent erratics indicate that field interpretations \\l re correct. Duncan Grouping 
results for eastern Friis Hills drifts arc in Appendix L 
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Table 3.4. ANOV A table of P-values and significant difference found fr)r the means of the 
drift characteristics. 
Characteristic P-value Sig D 
Gravel 0.129 N 
Sand 0.41 N 
Mud 0.075 y 
Clasts/kg 0.092 y 
Dolerite 0.339 N 
Granite 0.312 N 
Sandstone 0.585 N 
Striated 0.373 N 
Molded 0.071 y 
Polished 0.013 y 
Erratic clasts 0.002 y 
Alpha value=0.10 
Abbreviations: Sig D=Significance Difference fowxl between drift nx:a11-;. 
Y=significance found, N=no significance fowxl. 
Means from Cavendish I were excluded becat1<;e of small saniple sizes. 
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CHAPTER 4. DISCUSSIO!'i 
The primary objective of this study was to define a stratigraphic column for tills in 
the eastern Friis Hills. Field observation and GPS clcvat1on analyses showed that these tills 
form a sedimentary sequence 35 m thick. The first step toward organizing these sediments 
into a stratigraphic column was to divide them into units based on differing physical 
characteristics, which correspond to differing depositional environments or processes. 
Based on field observations the sedimentary sequence in the eastern Friis Hills has 
been divided into two drift packages. which I have named in this thesis Friis drift and 
Cavendish drift. At the ground surface differences between the two arc evident. Friis drift 
has low relief and gradual surface slopes: the drift surface is dark because of widespread 
dolerite grus and because subaerial erosion has obliterated granite and sandstone boulders 
at the ground surface. In contrast, Cavendish drift shows distinct benches bounded by steep 
erosional truncations: the drift surface is light in color because of scattered. upstanding 
granite and sandstone clasts. Other differences were obvious in excavations. Friis drift is 
comprised primarily of two compact lodgement tills that contain erratic clasts. Cavendish 
drift is comprised less compact ablation tills that contain very few erratic clasts. 
Laboratory analyses provide quantitative evidence to support the division of the 
eastern Friis Hills sedimentary sequence into two main Jrifi packages (Tables 3.1 and 3.2). 
ANOY A results showed that several of the differences betv,:ecn mapped drifts were 
statistically significant. Generally. studies ha\C shown that differences between drifts result 
primarily from differences in bedrock lithology of source regions. transport pathways and 
distances. and depositional emironmcnts ( Boulton. I 97X: Kjacr. 1999 ). 
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Interpretation of differences among glacial geologic units 
The differences between Friis drift and Cavendish drift can be traced back to 
depositional environment and process, and to differing source regions or transport 
distances. First. small alpine glaciers deposited Friis drift. Supporting evidence comes from 
the broad and shallow cross-section of the palcovallcy and its smooth. U-shaped cross-
sectional profile. In contrast, tills in Cavendish drift were deposited by a much larger 
glacier than that depositing Friis drift. The ice did not follow the previously established ice 
flow pattern. It likely flowed over the terrain, ignoring the paleovalley that had confined 
Friis ice. Corroborating evidence comes from striated bedrock surfaces. Those beneath 
Friis drift arc oriented parallel to the paleovallcy axis. which trends northeast. All striations 
found in association with Cavendish drift arc oriented cast-west. Moreover. along the 
western margin of Friis II, these cast-west striations crosscut those oriented to the 
northeast. Cavendish ice also deposited much thicker sedimentary sequences. Cavendish Ill 
is 15 m thick compared to a total thickness of only 12 m for Fnis drift. 
Evidence for meltwatcr also suggests differences between the two drifts. Friis drift 
includes only a few thin intcrbcds of sand and gravel set in ablation-till facics that arc no 
more than I m thick. In contrast. Cavendish drift has abundant evidence for high volumes 
of meltwater being present during deposition. An cxam;,lc of this is in Cavendish 111. which 
includes ablation tills 3 to 4 m thick. and 2 to 3 m thick cross-beds of sand and gravel. 
Information regarding the relative geographical size of the Friis and Cavendish 
glacial systems and their possible source regions comes from clast lithology. Erratic clasts 
are generally the most useful for determining ice source regions and arc commonly used for 
this purpose (Gwyn and Dreimanis. I 979 ). L'nfortunately. bedrock maps do not exist for 
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most regions adjacent to the Friis Hills because of thick ice cover. Moreover, because of 
extensive glacial downcutting, entire bedrock sources that may have been adjacent to the 
Friis Hills during deposition could now be non-existent. For these reasons and because the 
percentage of erratic clasts in drifts from the Friis Hills is very small(< I%), little 
importance is assigned to erratic clasts. 
An obvious difference in drifts from the Friis Hills is that sandstone clasts arc twice 
as abundant in Friis drift as they arc in Cavendish drift. Correspondingly, dolerite clasts arc 
more abundant in Cavendish drift than in Friis drift. This variation has little to do with 
differences arising from local bedrock. First. granite. sandstone and dolerite bedrock crop 
out adjacent to one another over short distances in the Friis Hills and throughout the Dry 
Valleys region. Second. because dolerite sills and sandstone formations arc oriented 
horizontally and they rest on granite above a roughly horizontal contact, their outcrop 
patterns are repeated over and over again in hills and valleys throughout the region. 
Together this means that all glaciers in this region. with the possible exception of small 
niche glaciers, could be expected to carry similar rock populations. (iiven this, the 
differences in sandstone versus dolerite percentages in drifts may have to do with transport 
distance. Sandstone is a weak rock relative to dense dolerite. With increasing distance from 
the source. sandstone clasts would be more likely to he ::rushed or abraded. Following this 
reasoning. the high percentage of sandstone clasts in Friis drift implies that it experienced 
relatively shorter transport distances than did any of the tills in Cavendish drift. This 
conclusion supports the hypothesis that glaciers depositing Friis drift were likely small and 
confined to valleys. v,:hereas glaciers depositing Ca\cndish drift \Vere large enough to 
ignore these landscape features. 
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In summary, an interpretation of drift characteristics combined with ice tlmv 
patterns suggests that tills in Friis drift were deposited from small alpine glaciers, whereas 
tills in Cavendish drift were deposited from large. unconfined glaciers. Evidence for this 
interpretation includes 1) Friis glaciers followed the topography of the paleovalley, 2) tills 
in Friis drifts are relatively thin, 3) sandstone clasts in Friis drift survived relatively short 
transport distances and 4) fluvial and proglacial deposits in Friis drift arc limited in extent. 
Cavendish drift more likely represents a large. unconfined glacier system such as an ice cap 
because I) glacier ice ignored and crosscut the paleo\'allcy, 2) it deposited thick tills along 
a fluctuating margin, 3) rare sandstone clasts suggest relatively long transport distances. 
and 4) prolonged melting produced thick sequences of proglacial tluvial beds. 
Glacial History and Chronology 
1. Cutting o(a small glacial rnlley and deposition of Friis JI. The oldest known event for 
which evidence is preserved is the cutting of a small palcovallcy through the Friis Hills 
(Figure 4.1 A). Although it is unclear if the palcovallcy was originally formed by a flu vial 
system, its classic U-shape, smooth valley walls. and striated bedrock surfaces all indicate 
that glacial erosion expanded the paleovalley. After eroding the valley form. the ice shifted 
to a depositional phase and Friis II was deposited. The ;cc plastered this dense lodgement 
till on the valley floor indicating it was still actively flowing as deposition took place. After 
this. ice margins retreated and thin beds of\\ ell-sorted sediments began to he deposited on 
the valley floor. After only a small thickness of beds accumulated. rnlcanic ash fell on or 
along ice margins. It quickly flowed off the ice before being deposited in small melt-water 
channels on the \alley floor. The distance tra\Cled from its origmal location was short 
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Alpine Ice 
Ice Sheet 
A. 2 M a o alpin 
ice flowed o er the 
ea tern Friis Hills and 
began to cut and fill 
the p leo alley with 
Frii drifi. lnterbed-
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and eroded high-
elevation terriaa that 
may h e previously 
been an ice source ( 
---,-i-~---r--..---.--rl in A). 
Figure 4.1. Illustration showing hypothesized ice configuration for different times. 
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since delicate glass shards in the ash retain their angular shapes (Figure 3.20). Minimal 
contamination of lithic fragments suggests that the ash was deposited quickly. possibly 
within days of the eruption. If deposition had occurred over a long duration. sediment 
released from the ongoing melting of glacier ice \vould have been mixed with the ash. 
Outwash continued to be deposited in the pakoval Icy as 1cc receded and the ash beds were 
eventually buried beneath fluvial sand and gravel. The ice mass may have been small based 
on the thin accumulation of tluvial sediments. The ash fall occurred 19.76 Ma(± 70.000) 
ago based on 40 Ar/39 Ar dating of sanidine crystals ( Sidney Hemming. preliminary lab 
report from Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory). Given that glacial advance and retreat 
cycles were orbitally paced during Miocene time (Zachos ct al.. 200 I b). just as they have 
been recently. the cutting of the paleovalley and deposition of Friis II could have occurred 
within the error of the 40Ar/'9 Ar dating method. 
2. Deposition o/Friis I. Ice again advanced down the palcovalley. Striations on bedrock 
indicate that the ice flowed to the northeast in a direction indistinguishable from that 
depositing Friis JI. Entering a depositional phase the ice began depositing a lodgement till. 
Friis I. along the glacier bed. This till once covered most of the study area given its wide 
modem distribution along the northern bluffs and the suuthwcstcm comer of the eastern 
Friis Hills. This could mean that small segments of the palcovallcy floor and walls arc 
preserved beneath these outcrops. As the ice receded it deposited an ablation till which 
includes interbcds of crossbedded sand and gra\cl. Lacustnnc beds. some of which include 
organic remains. arc prcscn cd stratigraphically abO\ c these flU\ ial deposits in a few 
localities. Taken together. these sediments register an ice-free period after the retreat of 
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glacier margins from the paleovalley. These deposits are younger in age than the volcanic 
ash used to date Friis I. However, the time separating the deposition of Friis II from the 
deposition of Friis I was likely short given the lack of a weathering horizon and soil 
development between the two drifts. Deeply weathered clasts and sandstone ghosts within 
the till support an ancient age for the ti 11. 
3. Deposition of' Cavendish drifi. After an ice-free period of undctcrm ined duration, ice 
again flowed through the Friis Hills. It flowed to the cast. at an orientation of about 099°. 
ignoring the previously established southwest-northeast flow pattern. It removed as much 
as 35 m of bedrock from the eastern Friis Hills based on the difference in elevation 
between the bedrock hills and the glacially eroded granite plateau ( Figure 4.1 B ). Based on 
km-scale molding of topography it surrounded the dolerite hills that hound the study area to 
the west and north. Cavendish Ill represents the advance and retreat of this ice at least four 
times. Fine-grained fluvial deposits in the drift register periods of reduced ice extent. 
Coarsening-upwards fluvial sequences capped by debris flows register ice advance. each of 
which culminates in the deposition of a I - to 3-m thick till sheet. These were likely 
deposited along a lateral ice margin given that molded bedrock shows flow to the cast. 
whereas fluvial beds and debris flows show flow to the ,10rthcast. Both Cavendish I and 11 
represent the advance of thick ice O\Cr the study area sometime after deposition of 
Cavendish Ill. An erosional truncation beneath Ca\·endish I indicates that ice shifted from a 
depositional to an erosional phase and hack again at least once. 
4. Glacial erosion and the molding the Friis Hills surfaces. A ma_Jor unknown concerns the 
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timing of glacial erosion relative to the deposition of Cavendish driti. In one scenario. 
deposition of Cavendish drift occurred before the major erosional phase that streamlined 
bedrock surfaces in the Friis Hills and crosscut the paleovalley. In this scenario glacial 
cutting might take place long after deposition of Cavendish driti and it may previously 
have been much more extensive. The present margins of Cavendish L IL and 111 would 
therefore represent erosional truncations. In an alternative scenario. cutting at the glacier 
bed could have taken place at the same time the drift was heing deposited along. and in the 
case of till sheets, beneath the ice margin. Margins of Cavendish L IL and 111 would 
roughly correspond to ice margins. 
In either of these two scenarios. ice flowed around the upstanding dolerite hills to 
the north and west of the study area. Directly down-flow from the northern hills the 
segment of the paleovalley and Friis drift were preserved ( Figure 4. I B and 4.1 ( · ). 
Likewise, Friis I was preserved behind the dolerite-capped hills at the western edge of the 
study area (Figure 1.3 ). Ice flowing o\·cr the saddle bct\vecn these knolls cut the 35-m-dccp 
glacial trough that bisects the eastern Friis Hills. Based on the crosscutting of Friis I and 
the enclosed ash beds, downcutting took place after 19. 76 \fa. 
5. The topographic isolation o(the Friis Hills. After gl.:cial ice molded and streamlined the 
upper surfaces of the plateau, erosion continued and SC\ era] hundred meters of bedrock 
were removed to create deep glacial troughs hoth to the north and south of the Friis Hills 
(Figure 4.1 C). This was accomplished through the process of selective linear erosion 
(Sugden and John. 1976). Selecti\e linear erosion occurs where ice initially cuts a shallow 
trough. v,·hich then allows for increased flow of 1cc through the trough. This increased ice 
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flow produces a local increase in erosion. As the trough becomes deeper ice flow becomes 
concentrated. The glacier begins to funnel ice through the trough resulting in a positive 
feedback loop. Based on the orientation of narrow troughs to the north and south of the 
Friis Hills this occurred when ice flowed to the cast. roughly parallel to that depositing 
Cavendish drift. The end result of this selective linear erosion was the topographic isolation 
of the Friis Hills and an extreme example of topographic inversion. Deep troughs could 
now be positioned where high-elevation source areas once fed glaciers depositing Friis 
drift. These tills and the paleovalley mark a valley tloor that now sits high above 
surrounding topography. This is not uncommon in the Dry Valleys. Small segments of 
alpine glacial valleys have been mapped on mountaintops at elevations as high as 3000 m 
on Mt Fleming and Mt Feather (Hicock ct al.. 2003: Strocvcn and Prentice. 1997). 
There is no direct evidence of when the Friis Hills became isolated. however glacial 
records from the Asgard and Olympus Range show that Antarctic ice thickened and 
expanded sometime bct\vccn 13 and 14 ;\,ta ago ( \1archant ct al.. 199.1: Lewis ct al.. 2006: 
2007). This expansion coincided with climate cooling between 1.1.9 and 14.1 Ma. which 
was significant enough to cause the local extinction of tundra plants and animals and to 
cause alpine glaciers to shift from wet- to cold-based thermal regimes ( Lewis ct al.. 2007. 
2008). Antarctic near-shore marine records register a c, oling in surface waters and in some 
locales an expansion of Antarctic ice between 13. 7 and 13.9 \1a (Shcvenellc ct al.. 2004. 
2008). All of these e\·ents ha\e been correlated to the globally important Mid-\1ioccnc 
Climatic Optimum. Given these dated records. the cutting and isolation of the Friis Hills 
probably took place approximately 14 \1a ago. With the dated ash intcrbcds from Friis II. 
downcutting is therefore bracketed between 14 and 19. 76 \1a ago . 
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Based on glacial geologic studies from nearby high-elevation valley tloors, Taylor 
Glacier has not been thick enough to deposit Taylor drift at these elevations for 3 to 5 Ma 
(Brook et al., 1993; Willenbring ct al., 2006 ). This means Taylor drift is 14 to 5 Ma old. 
Because it is a coarse-grained till lacking evidence for molded clasts or a mud-rich matrix. 
it was deposited after the transition to cold-based glacial thermal regimes ( Lewis. 2007 ). 
An important consequence of the topographic isolation of the Friis Hills coupled 
with the climate change is the preservation of deposits on the plateau surface. Once 
downcutting confined eastward-flowing ice to deep troughs. drifis on the plateau surface 
were protected from erosion beneath expanded outlet glaciers. And. because of the 
transition to a cold climate, alpine glaciers building up in the Friis llills would be cold 
based and non-erosive (Cuffcy ct al.. 2000). The only agents of erosion active in this 
environment are subaerial, such as wind and salt weathering. but extremely low erosion 
rates enabled the preservation of Miocene glacial deposits on the plateau surface. 
Wider Implications 
Tills in the eastern Friis Hills and paleovalley arc between 20 and 14 Ma old. which 
means they were deposited prior to the \!lid-Miocene Climate Transition. The dating 
suggests that they may have been deposited during or jll',t before the Mid-Miocene 
Climatic Optimum ( 17 to 15 :'v1a). a period for which terrestrial climate evidence in 
Antarctica is entirely lacking. This means that temperature estimates from fossils preserved 
in the eastern and central Friis Hills arc uniquely important indicators of paleoclirnate. This 
study is a first step in the dating of these fossils because the Ar-dated stratigraphic column 
for the eastern Friis Hills could be correlated to one constructed for the central Friis Hills. 
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Friis drift and the morphology of the palcovallcy an'. consistent with a small-scale 
alpine glacial system. This indicates that a modern-sized East Antarctic Ice Sheet was not 
overtopping the Transantarctic Mountains 20 Ma ago. Ca\'endish driti indicates that glacier 
systems grew in size after 20 Ma but that these systems were not as large as the modern 
East Antarctic Ice Sheet. Minimal erratic clasts in drifts from the eastern Friis Hills suggest 
that ice was collecting locally. not being derived from continental-scale glaciations. Dated 
episodes of downcutting and erosion elsewhere in the Dry Valleys ( Lewis ct al.. 2006. 
2007) imply that the ice sheet reached an early maximum configuration ahout 14 Ma ago. 
Given this, drifts in the Friis Hills provide important information regarding the earliest 
formation of the East Antarctic Ice Sheet. 
Since downcutting and isolation. surfaces in the eastern Friis Hills have hccn 
largely preserved. Alpine glaciers. if they ever formed on the plateau. have lcfi no deposits 
or they have been eroded 1.vithout a trace. f:vidence exists for only slow suhacrial erosion. 
The volcanic ash. which is prcscncdjust hclow the ground surface. shows no evidence of 
chemical weathering. All of this suggests that cold and dry climate conditions extend hack 
to at least 14 Ma. Moreover. climate was probably rclati\cly cold as long ago as 19.76 \1a 
to prevent rapid dcvitrification of glass shards in a wet. proglacial environment. 
The dated ash deposit in Friis II prO\idcs an important constraint on the age of 
ancient tills in the western Dry Valleys region. The ancient alpine valley segments 
presencd on Mt Feather. \;ft Fleming. and elsewhere han'. not been dated using 
radiometric methods. \1inimum age estimates from expm,ure age dating suggest ilges older 
than Pliocene ( Bruno ct al.. 1997: Schafer ct al.. 1999) hut these e<,timatcs arc controver.,ial 
because some tills arc reported to contain Pliocene-aged diatoms (Wil-.on ct al.. 2008). The 
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dated stratigraphic sequence in the Friis Hills suggests that these could also he as old as 20 
Ma. 
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CHAPTER 5. COI\CLUSIOI\S 
• Stacked drifts, each comprised of multiple till sheets and interheds of outwash, till an 
ancient paleovalley in the eastern Friis Hills. These dritis make up a till sequence that is 
35 m thick. Measured along the paleovalley axis, from bedrock to bedrock contact, the 
paleovalley is 570 m long; measured perpendicular to the palcovalley axis it is 675 to 
700 m wide. The floor dips 2 to 3 m to the northeast along the axis, which produces a 
slope of less than 1 °. 
• The drifts that fill the palcovallcy arc divided into two groups: Friis and Cavendish 
drifts. In the field, the two drifts can he divided based on surface morphology, color. 
and surface clast lithology. Laboratory analyses provided statistical evidence for the 
division based on sedimentology and clast lithology and texture. 
• Tills in Friis drift. at the bottom of the sequence. were deposited from small alpine 
glaciers. This ice originated in or near the Friis Hills. Tills in Cavendish drift were 
deposited from a more massive glacial system. These glaciers deposited Cavendish drift 
in the paleovallcy. eventually filling it with ablation tills and proglacial sediments. 
Glaciers depositing Cavendish drift. either simultancou~ly or later. cross-cut the 
paleovalley and eroded previously deposited tills and bedrock. 
• Based on striations. tills in Friis drift were depo~itd by ice flowing at 029°, parallel to 
the paleovalley's axis. Cross-cutting striations from Cncndish ice arc orientated at 
099°. 
• ]\;early in-situ. bedded rnlcanic ash lenses found near the surface of Friis II shows that 
the valley was cut and the till was deposited l 9. 76 ± 0.07 \fa ago. Cavendish ice later 
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deposited a series of thick tills and outwash beds, and crosscut the palcovallcy bctv.:een 
19.76and 14Ma. 
• During the deposition of both Friis and Cavendish drifts (20-14 Ma), the East Antarctic 
Ice Sheet was smaller than it is today. Evidence comes from the ,·cry low percentage of 
erratics. Friis I and II and Cavendish Ill arc the only units that hold erratic cl,1sts. These 
erratics are likely from rock sources near the Friis Hills that were then eroded away 
after 19.76 Ma ago. 
• About 14 Ma ago the East Antarctic Ice Sheet expanded, overtopped some drainage 
divides, and began to erode new valleys. Ice flowed around and over the Friis Hills. 
Through the process of selective linear aosion it began to cut the trough that no\v holds 
Taylor Glacier. The resulting topography redirected ice through low-elevation troughs 
adjacent to the Friis Hills. 
• Taylor drift, a cold-based ti IL was deposited as the thick btst Antarctic Ice Sheet 
flowed through troughs adjacent to the Friis Hilb. This occurred after 14 vta ago. 
• The combination of topographic isolation and persistent cold and dry conditions has 
protected deposits in the Friis Hills from erosion for millions of years. Deep troughs 
prevent East Antarctic outlet glaciers from flowing over the Friis Hills. Persistent cold 
and dry climate conditions have pre\ ented local alrine glaciers from eroding drifts 
preserved on the plateau surface. At present only subaerial processes affect surfaces in 
the eastern Friis Hills. 
• Presef\·ed plant fossils interbedded in the tills can be used to provide evidence for 
paleoclimate from the time paiod prior to and at the beginning of the \!lid-\!liocene 
Climate Optimum. 
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APPENDIX A. SEDIME!\TOLOGY OF TILL SAMPLES 
Table A.1. Scdimcntolol!ical analysis of drift matrix. 
Sample Till unit Gravel% Sand% \lud % Silt% Clav% 
ASS-10-07 F2 0.00 66.06 :B.94 28.72 5.22 
ASS-I0-09A F2 49.89 34.71 15.40 13.84 1.57 
ASS-10-098 F2 32.61 48.41 18.97 16.44 2.53 
ASS-10-178 C3 28.61 60.78 10.62 9.72 0. 90 
ASS-10-23 C3 28.82 59.99 11.19 9.96 1.23 
ASS-I0-29A C3 37.39 39.34 23.28 22.09 1.19 
ASS-10-298 C3 34.34 49. 70 15.96 14.43 1.53 
ASS-I0-30A C3 35.63 51.41 12.96 11.52 1.44 
ASS-10-308 C3 31.58 51.66 l(i.76 14.70 2.06 
ASS-10-32 C2 35.14 56.20 X.65 7.48 1.17 
ASS-10-33 C2 39.48 51.05 9.47 X.31 1.16 
ASS-10-36 C2 33.41 51.49 15.10 13.49 1.61 
ASS-10-38 C2 24.23 62.17 13.61 12.56 1.05 
ASS-10-41 Fl 57.71 37.33 4.95 4.23 0.72 
ASS-I0-43A UD 39.66 50.98 9.36 8.62 0.74 
ASS-10-438 UD 42.72 44.29 12.99 11.22 1.77 
ASS-10-46 C2 37.33 4X. I I 14.57 13.11 1.4() 
ASS-10-50 Cl 35.35 45.30 19.35 18.62 0.73 
ASS-10-51 Cl 35.30 49.32 15.38 14.48 0.90 
ASS-I0-53A Fl 30.03 51. 55 I 8.42 17.57 0.86 
ASS-10-538 Fl 18.90 70.90 I 0. 19 9.()4 1.16 
ASS-10-55 Fl 35.50 53.68 I 0.8 I I 0. I 8 0.64 
ASS-10-56 Fl 16.04 71.92 12.04 I 0. 70 1.34 
ASS-10-58 Fl 22.21 68.()9 9.71 8.() 7 1.()4 
ASS-10-60 C3 24.99 52.53 22.48 20. 3 7 2.11 
ASS-I0-62A C3 28.14 57. 70 14.16 12.21 1.95 
ASS-10-628 Fl 47.25 33. 79 18.97 17.53 1.44 
ASS-10-64 CD 58.13 37. 74 4.13 3.54 0.59 
ASS-10-69 C3 26.12 56.72 17.16 15.22 1.94 
ASS-10-70 C2 25.57 59.52 14.91 13.35 1.56 
ASS-10-738 C3 36.44 42.88 20.68 19.54 1.15 
ASS-I0-74A CD 17.87 64.43 17.69 16.16 1.53 
ASS-10-748 CD 31.95 47.% 2().()9 18.79 1.30 
ASS-10-81 (3 29.88 53.75 16.37 14.42 1.95 
ASS-10-82 Fl 40.16 48.69 11. 15 9.86 1.29 
ALS-08-21 F2 33.99 "9.29 6. 71 * * 
* = not measured 
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Table A.I. (continued) 
Sample Till unit Gravel% Sand% J\1ud % Silt% Clay% 
ALS-08-22 F2 29.64 56.74 13.62 * * 
ALS-08-23 F2 21.14 69.63 9.19 * * 
ALS-08-39A F2 23.87 37.10 39.03 37.32 I. 71 
ALS-08-41 C3 12.86 63.13 24.02 * * 
ALS-08-42 C3 20.27 50.11 29.62 * * 
ALS-08-43 C3 25.36 51.l<I 22.K2 * * 
ALS-08-50a F2 9.76 65.56 24.68 * * 
ALS-08-50b F2 10. 15 65.47 24.37 * * 
ALS-08-54 F2 25.63 52.28 22.09 * * 
ALS-08-55 Fl J 1.61 40. 94 27.46 * * 
ALS-08-56 Fl 56.21 26.63 17.17 * * 
* = not measured 
F2=Friis drift lower till W1it; FI= Friis drift upper till W1it: C 1 Cavendi"h drill upper till 
unit; C2=Cavendish drift middle W1it: CJ Cavcndi."h drift kmu W1it contain" muhiplc 
tills; UD=Undiffcrcntiated 
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Table A.2 Gravel analysi-;. 
Sample Initial Wt >16 mm (-4tp )>8mm (-3tp) >4mm (-2tp) >2mm (-ltp) Pan Grnnl Sum 
ASS-10-07 79.29 0.00 0.00 0 (Xl 0 (Xl 79.29 O.<Xl 
ASS-I0-09A 2018.94 349.60 226 ()4 217.56 214.03 1011.71 1007.23 
ASS-10-098 1539.45 85.16 69.94 168.88 178. 08 1037.39 502.()(1 
ASS-10-178 2111.19 0.00 141.08 187.4., 275.40 1507.28 603. l)I 
ASS-10-23 2177.06 6.55 155 o., 225 60 240. 2.1. 1549.65 (127.41 
ASS-10-29A 1726.84 0.00 47.31 260.81. 337.44 I OX 1.26 M5.5X 
ASS-10-298 2261.32 0.00 170.42 270.3X 335.83 1484.69 776.63 
ASS-10-30A 2482.16 0.00 243.28 345.h4 295.42 1597.82 884 .. 14 
ASS-10-308 1878.75 37.56 17175 l6X 86 215. IO 1285.48 w,.21 
ASS-10-32 2708.95 0.00 236. 95 348.58 366.48 1756.94 952 01 
ASS-10-33 2473.46 0.00 246.63 .1.91.88 3.18.0l 14%.94 976.52 
ASS-10-36 1998.07 0.00 140.60 1%.77 330.14 I .BO 5(1 667 51 
ASS-10-38 2159.46 0.00 38.54 186.8() 297. 76 161.6.30 523.16 
ASS-10-41 2088.19 0.00 477.44 376.82 350. 93 X8JOO 1205.19 
ASS-10-43A 2268.17 6.13 261.96 256.63 374 93 1368.52 899_()5 
ASS-10-438 1973.47 0.00 252.22 299.90 290. 8<) 1130.46 843.01 
ASS-10-46 2168.85 (J.CXl 269.17 267.Nl 272.80 1359.28 809.57 
ASS-10-50 1621.84 O.(XJ 145.47 182.M 245.24 1048.49 57.135 
ASS-10-51 2059.67 O.(Xl 177.45 259.56 290 11 13.-i.2 55 727.12 
ASS-10-53A 1706.20 O.(XJ 86.m 157.51 268.16 1193.84 512.36 
ASS-10-538 1741.53 0.00 44.69 142.65 141.82 1412.37 329.16 
ASS-10-55 2163.99 5.56 30 I. 16 250.51 211. 08 1395.68 768.31 
ASS-10-56 2151.77 0.00 73.13 107. 71 164.41 I 8(l<d2 345.25 
ASS-10-58 2253. 77 0.00 87_()9 190.39 222.39 1753.30 500.47 
ASS-10-60 1952.52 0.00 60.81 190 44 236. 75 1464.52 488. 00 
ASS-10-62A 2244.03 (UXl 202.()6 212.54 216.96 1612.47 631.56 
ASS-10-628 1852.63 0.00 22357 391.65 260.06 977.35 875.28 
ASS-10-64 2188.80 12.01 394 44 348.13 517.84 9 l<i.38 1272.42 
ASS-10-69 1948.28 O.(XJ 187 30 143.80 177.80 1439.38 508.<XJ 
ASS-10-70 1960.60 0.00 82.52 l<N64 249.09 1459.35 50125 
ASS-10-738 2011.22 0.00 112.18 320. 13 300. 48 1278.43 732.79 
ASS-10-74A 2090.54 <UX) 72.54 ](Xl.21 2(XJ91 1716.88 373.66 
ASS-10-74B 2184.66 0.00 126 26 184.55 387.16 148<1.m 697.97 
ASS-10-81 1785.32 O.(XJ 126.48 21.HiJ 193.41 1251.8.1 513.49 
ASS-10-82 1890.00 O.(XJ 164.31 252.45 342.27 1130. 97 759.<n 
ALS-08-21 1141.97 O.(X) 114.91 155.22 11 X.05 753. 79 3X8. l8 
ALS-08-22 964.87 O.(XJ I 02.40 X7.61 95.95 67X.91 2X5.96 
ALS-08-23 918.20 0.00 4.1.41 66.91 83.79 724 09 194.11 
ALS-08-39A 574.97 0.00 7.26 43. 93 X6.05 437. 73 137.24 
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Table A.3. (continu~d) 
Initial sand 
Sample and mud split 
ASS-10- 70 %.73 
ASS- I 0-73B 97.17 
ASS-I0-74A 98.68 
ASS- IO- 74B 90.72 
ASS- I 0-X I 71.33 
ASS- I 0-82 95. 9(1 
AIS-08-21 2.UO 
A LS-08-22 25.00 
A!S-08-23 24.15 
:\ I S-08- .NA 104.22 
Weight 
washed sand >2 mm (-ltp) 
78. 56 9.65 
66.80 5.67 
78.56 9.74 
64.53 7.90 
55.47 3.91 
79.0 I 14.73 
20.98 2.95 
20.25 2.72 
21.95 3.17 
52.29 2.J3 
>0.5 mm (ltp) >0.25 mm (2tp) >0.125 mm (3tp) >0.0625 mm (4tp) Pan Sand sum 
16.33 19.78 19.03 12.56 1.21 77.35 
9.71 17.98 21.09 11.l 0 I. 17 65.55 
I 1.94 20.31 24.02 11.41 1.02 77.42 
10.54 16.71 20.31 8.48 0.65 63.94 
9.12 13.33 18.31 10.01 0.68 54.68 
21.43 18.81 14.16 8.95 0.76 78.08 
4.18 6.80 4.90 2.10 0.05 20.93 
.:us 5.69 5.44 3.16 0.08 20.16 
4.41 5.36 6.05 2.84 0.12 21.83 
h.62 13.73 18.()9 1().()2 1.52 50.79 
Table A.4. Sih analysis. 
SaDlJlle Diameter (phi) Dried wei2ht Beaker wci2ht Total sediment wci2ht 
ASS-10-07 <0.0625rrnn ( 4(j)) 29.12 29.03 0.09 
-
<0.03lmm(5(j)) 29.27 29.18 0.09 
<0.0156rrnn(6(!)) 29.37 29.29 (l.08 
<0.0078mm (7(j)) 28.11 28.04 0.07 
<0.0039mm (8(j)) 28.02 27.% 0. 06 
ASS- I 0-09A <0.0625mm (4(J)) 29.67 29.36 (UI 
-
<0.031 rrnn (5(j)) 29.36 29.27 0. 09 
<0.0 l 56rrnn (6(!)) 29.29 29.22 0.07 
<0.0078rrnn (7(j)) 29.10 29.04 0.06 
<0.0039mm (8(j)) 29.59 29.53 0.06 
-
ASS-10-09B <0.0625rrnn (4(j)) 29.59 29.38 0.21 
<0.031 rrnn (5(j)) 29.43 29.37 0.06 
<O.Ol 56rrnn (6(j)) 29.60 29.54 ().()6 
<0.0078rrnn (7(j)) 29.41 29.35 0.06 
-
<0.0039mm (8(j)) 29.34 29.28 0.06 
ASS-10-l 7A <0.0625rrnn ( 4(j)) 28.18 28.05 0. 13 
<0.03lrrm1(5(!)) 28.09 27.97 0.12 
<0.0 I 56rrnn ( 6(j)) 28.02 27.94 0.08 
-
<0.0078rrnn (7(j)) 27.44 27.39 0.05 
<0.0039mm (8(j)) 27.31 27.29 0.02 
ASS-10-23 <0.0625mm (4(j)) 29.71 29.53 0. 18 
<0.03 Imm (5(!)) 29. 70 29.50 0.20 
-
<0.0156mm(6(j)) 29.39 29.23 0.16 
<0.0078rrnn (7(j)) 28.15 28.04 0.11 
<0.0039mm (8(!)) 27.94 27.86 0.08 
ASS- I 0-29A <0.0625rrm1 (4(!)) 29.74 29.40 0.34 
-
<0.03 I rrnn ( 5(1)) 29.65 29.38 0.27 
<O.Ol 56mm (6(j)) 29.74 29.55 0. 19 
<0.0078mm (7(j)) 29.51 29.38 0. 13 
<0.0039mm (8(!)) 29.41 29.31 0. I 0 
-
ASS- I 0-29B <0.0625nm1 (4(j)) 29.51 29.19 0.32 
-
<0.031 mm (5(!)) 29.65 29.40 0.25 
<0.0156mm ( 6(1)) 29.20 29.03 0.17 
<0.0078mm (7q>) 29.30 29.19 0. I 1 
<0.0039nmi (8(!)) 29.39 29.30 0.09 
-
ASS- I 0-30A <0.0625mm (4q>I 27.53 27.34 0.19 
<0.031 nmi (5(!)) 28.23 28.02 0.21 
<0.0156mm ( 6q>) 28.33 28.20 0.13 
<0.0078rrm1 (7(j)) 27.83 27.72 0.11 
Table A.4. (continued) 
Sample Diameter (phi) Dried weight Beaker weight Total sediment wei1?.ht 
<0.0078mm (7<jl) 27.47 27.36 0.11 
<0.0039mm (8(j)) 27.36 27.27 (),()l) 
ASS-10-46 <0.0625mm (4<Jl) 29.58 29.36 0.22 
<0.031 mm (5<D) 29.46 29.26 0.20 
<0.0156mrn (6<Jl) 29.35 29.23 0. 12 
<0.0078rrnn (7(j)) 29.14 29.05 0.09 
<0.0039rrnn (8(j)) 29.62 29.55 ().()7 
ASS-10-50 <0.0625mm (4<D) 29.76 29.40 0.3(1 
<0.031 rrnn (5<jl) 29.64 29.39 0.25 
<0.0 l 56rrnn (6<Jl) 29.67 29.57 0.10 
<0.0078rrnn (7(j)) 29.45 29.39 0.06 
<0.0039nnn (8(j)) 29.34 29.31 (J.()3 
ASS-10-51 <0.0625rrnn (4<D) 27.91 27.68 0.23 
<0.031 irnn (5<0) 27.15 26.94 0.21 
<0.0156nnn (6(j)) 27.52 27.39 0. 13 
<0.0078nnn (7<D) 28. l X 28.11 (),()7 
<0.00391.nn (8(j)) 27.71 27.67 0.04 
ASS-I0-53A <0.0625nnn ( 4(j)) 29.61 29.38 0.23 
<0.031 nnn (5(j)) 29.41 29.33 (). ox 
<0.0156nnn(6<D) 29.31 29.25 0.06 
<0.00781.nn (7(j)) 29.10 29.06 0.04 
<0.00391.nn (8(j)) 29.60 29.58 0.02 
ASS-10-53B <0.06251.nn (4<D) 29.35 29.23 0.12 
<0.03 l 1rnn (5(j)) 29.54 29.41 0. 13 
<0.0 I 56nnn (6(j)) 29.13 29.04 0.09 
<0.00781rnn (7<0) 29.25 29.20 0.05 
<0.0039nnn (8<0) 29.35 29.30 0.05 
ASS- I 0-55 <0.06251.nn (4(j)) 27.54 27.36 0. IX 
<0.03 l 1rnn (5<0) 28.20 28.05 0.15 
<0.0156mm (6<0) 28.32 28.22 0. I 0 
<0.00781rnn (7(j)J 27.79 27.74 0.05 
<0.00391.nn (8(j)) 27.75 27.72 ().()3 
ASS- I 0-56 <0.06251.nn (4<D) 29.48 29.24 0.24 
<0.03 I nnn ( 5(j)) 29.65 29.53 0. 12 
<0.0156rrnn (6(j)) 29.48 29.37 0. I I 
<0.0078mn (7(j)) 29.53 29.44 0. 09 
<0.0039mm (8qi) 29.70 29.63 ().()7 
ASS- I 0-58 <0.0625mn (4qiJ 28.13 28.04 0.09 
<0.03 l rrnn (5qi) 28.06 27.99 0.07 
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Table A.4. (continued) 
SamoJe Diameter (phi) Dried weight Beaker weight Total sediment wei!!hl 
<O.Ol 56mm (6<p) 27.99 27.94 0.05 
<0.0078nnn (7<p) 27.42 27.38 0. 04 
<0.0039nnn (8(!)) 27.30 27.27 o.m 
ASS-I 0-60 <0.0625mm (4(!)) 104.18 I 03.91 0.2 7 
<0.031 mm (5<p) 108.76 I 08.62 0. 14 
<0.0156mm (6<o) 102.57 I 02.4 7 0. I 0 
<0.0078nnn (7(!)) 102.87 I 02.80 0.07 
<0.0039mm (8(!)) JOO.XO 100.74 0. 06 
ASS-10-62A <0.0625mm (4<p) 29.78 29.62 0. 16 
<0.031 mm (5(!)) 29.69 29.55 0. 14 
<0.0156mm(6(!)) 29.49 29.38 0. I I 
<0.0078111111 (7<p) 29.54 29.45 0 09 
<0.0039111111 (8(!)) 29.73 29.65 0.08 
ASS-I 0-62B <0.0625nnn (4w) 27.89 27.72 0. I 7 
<0.03 I mm ( 5<p) 27.17 26.97 0.20 
<0.0156mm (6<p) 27.56 27.41 0. 15 
<0.0078mm {7(!)) 28.20 28.11 0. 09 
<0.0039JTDn (8(!)) 27.71 27.66 0.05 
ASS-10-64 <0.0625mm (4<p) 27.44 27.34 0. I 0 
<0.031 JTDn (5<p) 28.13 28.03 0. I 0 
<0.0156mm (6(!)) 28.29 28.20 0.09 
<0.0078JTDn (7<p) 27.77 27.70 ().()7 
<0.0039mm (8(!)) 27.75 27.69 0.06 
ASS-10-69 <0.0625111111 (4(!)) 29.50 29.22 0.28 
<0.03 I 1rnn ( 5<p) 29.69 29.41 0.28 
<O.Ol 56mm (6<p) 29.25 29.05 0.20 
<0.0078rnm (7(!)) 29.36 29.18 0. 18 
<0.00391rnn (8(J)) 29.42 29.30 0.12 
ASS-10- 70 <0.06251rnn (41p) 29.77 29.53 0.24 
<0.03 l 1m1 (5<p) 29.75 29 53 0.22 
<0.f) l 56JTDn ( 6(!)) 29.42 29.24 0. 18 
<0.00781rnn (7(!)) 28.17 28.04 0. 13 
<0.0039JTDn (8<p) 27.96 27.87 0. 09 
ASS-I0-73B <0.0625JTDn (4<p) 27.98 27 71 0.27 
<0.031 mm (5(J)) 27.12 26.98 0.14 
<O.Ol 561rnn (61p) 27.4 7 2 7.40 ().()7 
<0.00781rnn (71j)) 28.15 28.12 0.03 
<0.0039mm (81p) 27.70 27.67 0.03 
ASS- I 0-74A <0.06251rnn (4Q) 29.63 29.38 0.25 
Table A.4. (continued) 
Sample Diameter (phi) Dried weight Beaker weicht Total sediment weicht 
<0.031 mm (5(J)) 29.58 29.36 0.22 
<0.0156mm (6co) 29.74 29.57 0.17 
<0.0078mm (7co) 29.47 29.J7 0.10 
<0.0039mm (8cp) 29.37 29.30 0.07 
ASS-10-748 <0.0625mm (4cp) 29.56 29.20 0.36 
<0.031 mm (5(J)) 29.73 29.40 0.33 
<0.0156mm (6(J)) 29.2J 29.0J 0.20 
<0.0078mm (7co) 29.31 29.19 0.12 
<0.0039111111 (8(J)) 29.39 29.J2 0.07 
ASS-10-81 <0.0625111m (4co) 27.92 27.69 0.23 
<0.031 mm (5<0) 27.18 26.98 0.20 
<0.0156111m (6(J)) 27.56 27.31-i 0.1 X 
<0.0078mm (7cp) 28.22 28.09 0.1 J 
<0.0039mm (8cp) 27.76 27.66 0.10 
ASS-10-82 <0.0625mm (4cp) 28.2J 28.04 0.19 
<0.031,rnn (5cp) 28.13 27.% 0.17 
<O.Ol 56mm (6cp) 28.08 27.92 0.16 
<0.0078mm (7cp) 27.45 27.36 ().()9 
<0.0039mm (8cp) 27.34 27.26 0.08 
ALS-08-39 <0.0625mm (4cp) J0.08 29.50 0.5X 
<0.031 mm (5(J)) 30.04 29.50 0.54 
<O.Ol 56mm (6cp) 29.3J 29.22 0.11 
<0.0078mm (7(J)) 29.28 29.20 0.08 
<0.0039mm (8(J)) 29.46 29 .40 0.06 
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Table 8.1. Clas! lithok)\...'V and cl 
Sample Till llnit Clast/kg Dolerite Granite 
At.i:-10-07B F2 () 3 5 
ALF- I 0-09;\ F2 21 34 6 
J\1.1·:-10-09B F2 15 44 4 
i\l.F-10-17 i\ (' .1 15 31 5 
i\l.F-10-17B (' _I 13 27 3 
i\l.F-10-21 UD 27 _q 5 
J\l.F-10-2., (' _I .,.., 29 5 
J\l.F- Hl-29;\ ('3 7 17 I 
:\l.F-10-29B ('_"\ 14 27 () 
:\l.F-10-30 ('' 25 3X () 
:\ll:.10-32 ('2 34 40 () 
.-\ll--10-_,_, ('2 27 42 3 
:\11--1 ()._\(, ('2 24 _q 4 
---1 
-..J . \ll--10-.\X (' 2 1., 41 4 
,\II·- I 0-41 11 (,') h I (, 
.-\l 1·-10-4J .. \ l '!) 2<, 42 12 
. .\11--10-4."\B l '!) 4') ~ 4/l 
.-\11--10-4/l ('2 30 .~2 X 
.-\! I·- I 0-50 (' I 1- JX -
,\11--10-51 (' 1 21 41 4 
.. ,11:.10.5_,.\ Fl 11 32 (l 
:\IF- I 0-.'i.'i Fl 4\ _q ., 
-
. .\l.F-1 (l._'i(, Fl 21 29 () 
,\II·- I 0-."X Fl X 2X () 
,\II·- I().(,() (', .:; 
-'~ 11 
,\l .F-10-(,2 ·\ (', JI 41 () 
Sandstone Siltstone Striated 
{) {) {) 
1 0 () 
3 () 1 
0 () () 
() () I 
2 () 0 
3 I 2 
() () () 
() () 2 
0 () 0 
3 () I 
0 () I 
4 () I 
I () () 
I I () 
() () 1 
() () () 
0 0 1 
I () () 
, () () 
-
() () 4 
9 () () 
X () () 
., () () 
-
.:; () ., 
-
() () () 
Molded Polished 
3 I 
9 2 
13 3 
3 I 
1 2 
9 I 
15 4 
2 0 
9 _I 
12 5 
14 6 
1.:; 
·' .,., 5 
1 X ., 
-
20 I 
14 5 
4 () 
l) 1 
I <, I 
12 () 
1 () 1 
12 () 
1 0 
(, () 
21 
' 10 () 
Stained Desert Varnish 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 () 
() 1 
I 0 
() () 
0 0 
() 0 
0 () 
() () 
0 0 
() () 
0 () 
1 () 
0 () 
() () 
() () 
() () 
() () 
() () 
0 () 
1 0 
1 () 
' 
() 
() 0 
Ventifact 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
I) 
() 
0 
() 
n 
0 
() 
() 
0 I 
() i 
> 
"' 
"' ~
2 
0 
-~ 
?' 
r'l 
r 
> 
'J', 
---l 
r 
:: 
,-... 
._. 
r 
,-... 
._, 
,-... 
... 
"'°'. 
> 
7. 
0 
~ 
-
-> 
,: 
> ,.... 
~ 
,: 
-'J', 
-
,.... 
'J, 
---l 
:;x; 
Table 8.1. ( 1.:ontinued) 
Sample Till Unit Clast/k~ Dolerite Gr.mite Sandstone Siltstone Striated '1olded Polished Stained Desert Varnish Ventifact 
ALF-10-62B f 1 IX 42 () () 0 0 11 0 2 0 
ALL- I 0-64 l I!) 6X 46 25 1 () 2 23 1 3 0 
ALF- 10-69 C3 26 37 () () () 0 2 () 0 0 
Al .I-- 10-70 ('2 -,-, 3X () () () 0 12 1 2 0 
:\l.F-10-73 C3 2 11 1 2 () 1 3 () 0 0 
:\1.F-10- 74 llD 12 27 1 9 1 () () l) () 1 0 
Al.l·-10-X I ('_1 15 21 u 5 () () X () 0 0 
:\I.I- IO-X2 Fl 1 \) 37 1 () () () 5 2 I () 
AI.S-OX-21 F2 30 31 () I () () 11 () 2 () 
e---
:\I .S-OX-22 F2 3.1 44 () () 0 () 13 I 0 0 
:\I S-OX-21 I· 2 21 4.1 () () () () 4 () () () 
:\I S-OX-W\ 1 2 
' 
14 .,2 3 1 () , () () () 
~-
:\1 S-OX- 1l)B 1·2 
' 
1:'i 1 
·' 
() () 1 () () () () 
:\I S-OX-41 (' _1 7 4" (, .., .., () '7 () () I 
- -
:\I S-OX-42 (' \ 24 :'i.1 4 1 1 3 IX .., (l () 
-
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Figure C.1. a endi b I boulder count for urface clas >30 cm on the north-eastern 
slope of paleovalley. Diagram how iew to the outhwe t. Upper line i ridge ere t f 
valley-fi ll · lower line is the alley-fill bedrock contact. a endi h l i highlighted in gray. 
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Figure C.2. Cavendish ll boulder count for urface clas >30 cm on the north-eastern 
slope of paleovalley. Diagram how iew to the outhwe t. Upper line i ridge ere t of 
valley-fill· lower line i the valley-fill bedrock contact. a endi h 11 i highlighted in gray 
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Figure C.3. Cavendish ll1 boulder count for urface cla >30 cm) on the north-eastern 
slope of paleo alley. Diagram how view to the outhwe t. Upper line i ridge ere t of 
alley-fill· lower line is the alley-fill bedrock contact. a endi h lII i highlighted in gray. 
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Figure C.4. Frii I boulder count for urface cla ts >30 cm on the north-eastern lope of 
paleovalley. Diagram how iew to the outhwe t. pper line i ridge ere t of alley-fill· 
lower line i the alley-fill bedrock contact. Frii I i highlighted in gray 
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APPENDIX D. MUNSELL COLORS OF TILL MATRIX 
T bl DI M a e .. W1SC II co or g e or t1 samp es. 
Sample Munsell Color Color Name 
ASS- I 0-07 2.5Y 7/I light gray 
ASS-I0-09A 2.5Y 7/l light gray 
ASS-I0-098 2.5Y 7/l light gray 
ASS- I 0-178 2.5Y 5/3 light olive brown 
ASS- I 0-23 2.5Y 6/2 light browni.-;h gray 
ASS-I0-29A 2.5Y 6/2 light browni.-;h gray 
ASS-I0-298 2.5Y 5/3 light olive brown 
ASS- I 0-30A 2.5Y 512 grayish brown 
ASS- I 0-308 IOYR 5/4 yellowi.-;h brown 
ASS- I 0-32 2.5/Y 6/2 light browni.-;h gray 
ASS- I 0-33 2.5Y 6/3 light yelkw;ish brown 
ASS- I0-36 I OY 6/3 pale brown 
ASS- I 0-38 2.5Y 5/3 light olive brown 
ASS- I 0-41 2.5Y 5/3 light olive bro\\'n 
ASS- I 0-46 2.5Y 6/2 light browni.-;h gray 
ASS- I 0-50 2.5Y 6/2 light browni.-;h gray 
ASS- I 0-51 2.5Y 6/2 light brO\vni.-;h gray 
ASS-I 0-53A 2.5Y 5/3 light olive bnrn11 
ASS- I 0-538 2.5Y 6/3 light yellowi.-;h brown 
ASS- I 0-55 2.5Y 7/3 pale brown 
ASS-10-56 IOYR 513 br0\\11 
ASS-10-58 2.5Y 711 light gray 
ASS- I 0-60 IOYR 5i3 brovm 
ASS- I0-62A 2.5Y 6 12 light browni.-;h gray 
ASS- I0-628 I OYR 513 bro\\11 
ASS- I 0-69 2.5Y 5 '3 light olive brown 
ASS- I 0- 70 2.5Y 5,3 light olive brO\rn 
ASS-10- 738 2.5Y 62 light browni.-;h grav 
ASS- I 0-81 2.5Y 5 2 grayish brown 
-APPENDIX E. Dl''.\CA'.\ GROUPING 
Table E.1. Dtmcan Grouping for significantly ditkrcnt drift charJL'tcri.\tic~ Alpha 0.10 
Characteristic Till Unit Samples \lean Duncan Gmup 
Gravel CII 6 32.527 A 
Clll 14 28.602 AB 
Fl 10 35.562 AB 
Fil 10 23.66X B 
Sand Cll 6 54.757 A 
Clll 14 52.%5 A 
FI 10 50.352 A 
Fil 10 55.525 A 
Mud Cl! 6 12.71 X B 
Clll 14 I X.434 AB 
Fl 10 14.087 B 
Fil 10 20.X A 
Clast/kg CII 6 25 ;\ 
Clll 14 16.571 AB 
-
FI 9 26.77X ;\ 
Fil 11 14.182 B 
Dolerite Cll 6 37.333 A 
Clll 14 32.X57 A 
FI 9 39.222 A 
Fil 11 30.IX2 A 
Granite Cll 6 3.167 A 
Clll 14 3.643 A 
Fl 9 2 A 
Fil 11 7 A 
Sandstone CII 6 1.331 A 
Clll 14 l .286 :\ 
Fl 9 2.444 :\ 
Fil 11 2.273 A 
Striated Cll 6 0.666 :\ 
CIII 14 0 785 :\ 
Fl 9 0.444 :\ 
FIi 11 0.091 :\ 
Molded CII 6 15 A 
Clll 14 X.357 B 
FI 9 X.44 B 
Fll 11 9.364 B 
Polished CII 6 3 :\ 
CIII 14 1.428 B 
Fl 9 0.44·~ B 
FIi 11 O.X IX B 
x4 
